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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

In this report we present research findings from the Stanford Korea Democracy 

Project.  The chapters of the report provide descriptive analyses of protest and repression 

events in South Korea’s democracy movement.  By quantitatively summarizing different 

attributes of protest and repression events, we offer a systematic account of social 

movements occurring in the period between 1970 and 1992.   

South Korea witnessed dramatic structural changes during the presidencies of 

Park Chung Hee (1961-1979), Chun Doo Hwan (1980-1988), and Roh Tae Woo (1988-

1993).  Government programs to modernize and industrialize Korea gained momentum in 

the 1970s and 1980s and Korea made great economic strides.  Industrialization fueled 

urbanization as South Korea transformed its agrarian based economy into one 

concentrated in export goods.  The high rate of domestic migration during this time 

corresponded to the growth of urban centers and their populations.   

But contrary to the argument that economic development and democratization are 

positively correlated, the political system in Korea became increasingly autocratic with 

the growth of the national economy.  The establishment of the Yushin Constitution in 

1972 severely limited political opportunities and Korea entered a period of 

authoritarianism.  For the next two decades, South Korea was ruled by three different 

military generals turned politicians.  It was against this political and economic backdrop 

that Korea’s democracy movement emerged. 

To better understand the dynamics of South Korea’s democracy movement we 

disaggregate political protest into various components.  In the chapters of the report, we 

provide an overview of the groups engaged in protest events, the issues they raised, and 

the tactics they used.  In addition, we explore the many different kinds of social 

movement organizations that activists formed throughout the course of the democracy 

movement.  We also summarize the various repressive strategies the authoritarian states 

used to subdue anti-government protest. 

The outline of the report is as follows: In Chapter 1 we introduce the Stanford 

Korea Democracy Project and describe the quantitative datasets that were derived from 

sourcebooks obtained from the Korea Democracy Foundation.  In Chapter 2, we explore 
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the different actors that staged protest events.  We provide a quantitative overview of the 

diversity of actors involved in the democracy movement.  We also provide more 

historically descriptive qualitative accounts of the important groups in the democracy 

movement including: students, laborers, Christians, journalists, general activists and 

citizens. 

In Chapters 3 and 4, we provide quantitative descriptive analyses of the issues 

raised and tactics used in protest events, respectively.  The quantitative analyses provide 

an overall picture of issues and tactics associated with the democracy movement and we 

complement this with historically detailed qualitative accounts of some of the more 

important issues raised and tactics used.  The issues we cover in greater detail include 

foreign policy issues, the “three Min” ideology, the debate on social formation, 

reunification, democratic unionization, and anti-Americanism.  Similarly, we provide a 

more in-depth account of specific tactics used by activists in the democracy movement 

including suicide protest and peaceful cultural events.   

In Chapter 5, we present an overview of the different social movement 

organizations that were active in the period of study (1970-1992).  The growth in the 

cumulative number of organizations mirrors the increasing vitality and strength of the 

democracy movement.  We disaggregate the organizations into various characteristics 

such as main groups involved, primary concern of organizations, the legal status of 

organizations, and the formal coalitions that were formed between organizations.   

In Chapter 6, we refocus our attention to the authoritarian states and explicate the 

wide range of repression strategies the governing states used to quell anti-state protest.  

We categorize repression into two main types.  First, we present a quantitative descriptive 

analysis of immediate or situational repression involving the policing of protest.  We then 

present the case study of the People’s Revolutionary Party incident to show the degree to 

which the state would go to subdue activism.  We then turn our attention to institutional 

or structural forms of repression including the Yushin Constitution, various repressive 

laws (e.g. Emergency Decrees, National Security Law, Anti-Communist Law, etc.), the 

use of military, the Korean Central Intelligence Agency, and the Defense Security 

Command.   
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CHAPTER 1: THE STANFORD KOREA DEMOCRACY PROJECT 

 

The Stanford University Korea Democracy Project (Stanford KDP) consists of a 

team of researchers who seek to understand the emergence and evolution of South 

Korea’s democracy movement.  During the authoritarian years when Korea was ruled by 

(former) military generals, various social groups participated in the movement to restore 

democracy and ensure human rights. Their activism was instrumental to democratic 

reforms that took place in the summer of 1987 and they continued to play an important 

role even after democratic transition.  The Stanford Korea Democracy Project is an effort 

to understand the dynamics of this social movement from 1970 to 1992 and to reflect on 

the legacy of South Korea’s democracy movement for Korea’s modern political 

development.  This report summarizes its main findings.  

 

Stanford KDP Events Dataset (1970-1992) 

Based on sourcebooks obtained from the Korea Democracy Foundation, we 

created novel quantitative datasets that provide information on South Korea’s democracy 

movement. Specifically, using a comprehensive coding scheme that we developed, main 

features of 4,660 protest and repression events were coded from 1970 to 1992.  The 

codebook was created using the template of a coding manual for a different and 

independent dataset (Olzak and West 1995).  The codebook was then used to quantify the 

Korea Democracy Foundation sourcebooks producing the Stanford KDP Events Dataset 

(Events Codebook is attached as Appendix A).  While there are many informative studies 

of particular moments in Korea's democracy movement, the Stanford KDP aims to 

provide a systematic overview of the movement as it developed through the most 

authoritarian period (1972-1984), democratic transition (1987), and the democratic period 

(post 1987).   

The Stanford KDP Events Dataset is unique for two reasons.  First, unlike most 

protest events datasets, the Events Dataset includes both protest and repression events 

with a different set of variables associated with each kind of event.  Thus, the Stanford 

KDP Events Dataset is a dyadic-structured database.  The second unique feature of the 

dataset is that the links between different protest and repression events are specified.  
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That is, the data record which events are in response or connected to prior events.  Thus, 

with this link variable, it is possible to show the network of events that comprise different 

concentrations in the larger set of events related to South Korea’s democracy movement.  

To our knowledge, these datasets represent the most exhaustive effort to quantify protest 

and repression events relating to Korea’s democracy movement.  In Table 1-1 we report 

the total number of protest and repression events in the Stanford KDP Events Dataset. 

 
Table 1-1: Number of Protest and Repression Events (1970-1992) 
 
Event Type Frequency Percent 
Protest Events 2,863 61.44 
Repression Events 1,730 37.12 
Other 67 1.44 
Total 4,660 100.00 
 

By creating and analyzing the Stanford KDP Events Dataset, we hope to satisfy 

critics of previous studies of social movements that utilized cross-sectional data and/or 

relied exclusively on newspaper accounts.  Many have pointed to the limitations of 

newspaper accounts for gathering information on protest events (Barranco and Wisler 

1999; McCarthy, McPhail, and Smith 1996; Smith, McCarthy, McPhail, and Augustyn 

2001; Oliver and Maney 2000; Woolley 2000).  Datasets based on the Korea Democracy 

Foundation sourcebooks have one major advantage over the dominant newspaper-source 

protest databases.  Newspapers during the authoritarian period in Korea are not reliable 

sources of information as they were heavily censored.  Discussed below, the Korea 

Democracy Foundation sourcebooks are the culmination of a systematic organizational 

effort to commemorate and memorialize the democracy movement.  To create the 

sourcebooks, the Korea Democracy Foundation drew upon any and all materials 

documenting democracy movement related events.  Thus, they not only utilized 

newspapers, but also government documents, organizational archives, personal memoirs, 

other primary manuscripts, etc.   

Also, many advocate the need for longitudinal or cross-sectional time series 

datasets when analyzing movement evolution and change (Olzak 1989; Oliver 1993; 

Meyer and Staggenborg 1996; Hoover and Kowalewski 1992; Moore 2000; Francisco 

1995; Zwerman and Steinhoff 2005).  The KDP Events Dataset was created with these 
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concerns in mind and records start and end dates for all events.  Thus, it is possible to 

show the trajectory of protest and repression events over time from 1970 to 1992 as 

shown in Figure 1-1.   

 
Figure 1-1: Number of Protest and Repression Events by Year 
 

 
 
 

 

The Impact of Political Context: 1970s and 1980s 

The Stanford KDP Events Dataset can be subdivided into different periods 

corresponding to substantive historical contexts.  Throughout the chapters of this report, 

we sometimes provide analysis for the entire period of study (1970-1992) while at other 

times we divide the discussion between three distinct political contexts: Park Chung 

Hee’s Yushin regime (1970s), the Chun Doo Hwan regime (1980-1987), and the Roh Tae 

Woo or the post democratic transition period (post-1987).  We do this with the 

assumption that the different political contexts between the 1970s and 1980s 

fundamentally shaped the evolution of the democracy movement.  As scholars of social 

movements have noted, we need to understand the dialectical interplay between 

challengers and challenged, and analyze the relationship between repression and 

mobilization (Davenport, Johnston, and Mueller 2005).  In this way, we show that the 
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character and nature of both protest and state repression were fundamentally influenced 

by each other which in turn points to the interactive mechanism in social movement 

emergence and evolution.  Because the database is censored to the left, starting from 

1970, we can specify protest and repression events associated with the second half of the 

Park Chung Hee era from 1970 to 1979.  Table 1-2 summarizes the number of protest and 

repression events during this period. 

 
Table 1-2: Number of Protest and Repression Events (1970-1979) 
 
Agent Frequency Percent 
Protest Events 1,845 62.46 
Repression Events 1,043 35.31 
Other 66 2.23 
Total 2,954 100.00 
 
Second, the Stanford KDP Events Dataset can distinguish those events that are related to 

the Chun Doo Hwan and Roh Tae Woo presidencies, roughly corresponding to the 1980s 

and early 1990s.  Table 1-3 reports the frequency of protest and repression events during 

this period.  

 
Table 1-3: Number of Protest and Repression Events (1980-1992) 
 
Agent Frequency Percent 
Protest Events 1,018 59.67 
Repression Events 687 40.27 
Other 1 0.06 
Total 1,706 100.00 
 

Although it is evident when comparing Tables 1-2 and 1-3, that there were more 

protest events in the 1970s versus the 1980s, the raw number of protest events does not 

adequately reflect the intesity of the democracy movement in these poltical contexts.  

One explanation for the relatively lower number of events in the 1980s compared to the 

1970s is the way in which coordinated events were coded in the KDF sourcebooks and 

subsequently, coded in the Stanford KDP Events Dataset.  The KDF sourcebooks listed 

as a single event, the collection of events that occurred in different locations if there was 

a coordinated effort by coalitional organizations to conduct events nationwide.  That is, 

even when there were numerous events on a single day in the 1980s, if an umbrella 

coalitional organization cooredinated all of the events, we consider these as a single 
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“coordinated event.”  Indeed, in the 1980s, due to the increasing cohesion and solidarity 

of the democracy movement, there were less total events while there were a greater 

number of participants in each event.  Thus, it is important to note that the fewer 

frequency of events in the 1980s does not in anyway indicate a lesser degree of intensity 

or weaker vitality of the democracy movement in the 1980s.      

In addition, social movement vitality and strength is not simply measured by the 

overall quantitative count of protest events in a given year but rather the  qualitative 

attributes of those events.  There are various ways to measure “intensity” and the number 

of participants and types of tactics employed are just two of the ways.  For example, 

Figure 1-2 below shows the total number of participants in a given year.  As can be seen, 

the total number of individuals participating in protest events reached its zenith point in 

1974 during the Yushin period with roughly one million participants.  But more striking 

is that the number of participants in protest events does not differ significantly in the 

1970s and 1980s.  However in 1987 the number of indivdiuals participating in protest 

events reaches a high of over 6 million participants.  This huge jump in the number of 

protestors accounts for several “new” groups participating in the democracy movement 

including average citizens and the middle class (see Chapter 2).  

 
Figure 1-2: Number of Individuals Participating in Protest Events by Year (1970-1992) 
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Another way to explore the intenesity of protest events in different political 

contexts is to look how protest events were carried out.  That is, the tactics employed in 

protest events is one charachteristic shaping the quality of the movement.  Figure 1-3 

displays the trend in which disruptive and non-disruptive tactics were employed from 

1970 to 1992.  The overall tendency is very interesting.  In the 1970s, non-disruptive 

tactics were relatively more popular than disruptive tactics, and this pattern is reversed in 

the 1980s.  Even after democratic transition in 1987, disruptive tactics were still used 

frequently.  As explained in Chapter 2, Christians were one of the major social groups 

who participated actively in protest in the 1970s.  As their religion promoted peace and 

nonviolence, they seldom resorted to violent tactics such as demonstrations.  Rather, they 

had prayer meetings, performed religious ceremonies, and announced public statements.   

Of course students and labor were important groups in the 1970s as well and their 

general tendency to use disruptive tactics such as demonstrations, sit ins, and strikes is 

evident in the significant number of disruptive tactics used in the 1970s.  But still, the 

point here is that the saliency of Christians in the 1970s contributed to the relative high 

number of non-disruptive tactics in the Yushin period.  However, in the 1980s students 

and labor groups became stronger while Christians took a back seat.  Students held 

numerous demonstrations on campus or in the streets, and workers used sit-ins during 

their strikes.  This development might signify the increasing radicalization of the 

democracy movement from the 1970s to the 1980s.  As the political context changed with 

the coming of power by Chun Doo Hwan, dissidents realized they had to use more 

extreme measures in the 1980s compared to the 1970s. 
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Figure 1-3: Disruptive Vs. Non-disruptive Tactics1 
 

 
 

 

Stanford KDP Social Movement Organization Dataset 

In addition to the Events Dataset, we created the Stanford KDP Social Movement 

Organization (SMO) Dataset by coding the Korea Democracy Foundation’s Democracy 

Movement Organizational Directory.  The Stanford SMO Dataset includes attributes 

associated with 370 social movement organizations that were active during the 

observation period, 1970-1992.  We recorded different characteristics of each 

organization including principal members, main concerns, tactics used, different events 

the organization participated in, etc.  The coding manual for the Stanford SMO Dataset is 

included as Appendix B.  In Table 1-4 we report the number of organizations in the 

Stanford SMO Dataset divided between the different historical time periods. 

 

                                                
1 The categories for disruptive tactics are: Spontaneous disruption/ Rally or Demonstration/ Picketing/ Riot 
or vandalism/ Strike/ Sit in/ Self torture, defacement, immolation, etc./ Silent rally/ Symbolic 
protest,dramaturgy/ Parade or march/ Violence/ Naked protest/ Take hostages. Non-disruptive tactics are: 
Meeting, internal discussion and decisions, determination. Or meetings with target group/ Boycott/ 
Declaration/ Consciousness Raising, debates, forums/ SMO founding/ Requests/ Propaganda/ Fasting/ 
Prayer or religious ceremony/ Protest via legal  or formal channels/ Press Conference/ Monitoring 
elections/ Resignation, quit work/ Criticize or spoken protest/ Investigation/ Fundraising/ Not trying hard at 
work/ Peaceful cultural event. The category “Other” includes the original “Other” category and memorial 
events because the diruptiveness of memorial events often depends on the context. 
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Table 1-4: Number of Social Movement Organizations 
 
Years Total Number Percent 
1970-1979 117 31.62 
1980-1987 104 28.11 
1988-1993 149 40.27 
Total 370 100.00 
 
 
THE KOREA DEMOCRACY FOUNDATION 

The creation of the Stanford KDP Datasets would not have been possible without 

source materials obtained from the Korea Democracy Foundation (KDF: minjuhwa 

undong kinyŏm saŏphoe)).  As mentioned above, newspapers were heavily censored and 

researchers were not able to provide a comprehensive overview of protest in the 1970s 

and 1980s.  Because of this data limitation, past research on Korean democracy has relied 

on unsystematic data, censored the period of study, or provided only qualitative accounts 

(Kim 2000; Shin 2002; Lee 2002).  The establishment of the KDF was an important step 

in providing the organizational structure supporting the systematic collection of materials 

related to Korea’s democracy movement.         

In July 2000, eighty two South Korean legislators presented the proposal for the 

Korea Democracy Foundation Act before the National Assembly, which was passed in 

June 2001.  This proposal was based on the belief that the spirit of the democratization 

movement, and the historical lessons drawn from it, should be available to future progeny.  

In January 2002, the KDF was officially established and Pak Hyŏng-kyu, one of the 

prominent leaders of the democracy movement, was appointed as its first Executive 

Director.  It is the goal of the KDF to memorialize the democracy movement and thereby 

contribute to the consolidation and further development of democracy in South Korea.  

Main activities of the KDF include organizing commemorative events of important 

moments in the democracy movement, facilitating academic research on the democracy 

movement, educating the public about Korean democracy, establishing and maintaining a 

memorial hall that houses materials from the democracy movement, and most 

importantly for this report, creating and maintaining a historical archive of the democracy 

movement.2   

                                                
2 http://www.kdemocracy.or.kr/english/introduce.htm 
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The KDF Sourcebooks on Protest Events and Movement Organizations 

Regarding archival materials related to Korea’s democracy movement, the KDF 

reports that: “The Foundation's Archives will collect and preserve every form of 

historical data associated with Korea's democracy movement from the establishment of 

our government in 1948 to today.  In addition, the Foundation wishes to be the source of 

information to the public for data and facts on the democracy movement.”  Specifically, 

under the guidance of Professor Oh Yu-sŏk and Yi Ch’ang-ŏn, the KDF created two main 

types of sourcebooks summarizing the democracy movement that became the bases for 

the Stanford KDP Datasets.  First, they put together a list of protest events from 1948 to 

1993.  The KDF Sourcebook on Events (minjuhwa undong kwallyŏn sagŏn sajŏn) 

comprises nearly 1,500 pages of narrative accounts of events in the democracy 

movement.  It provides rich information on an assortment of characteristics related to 

events including date, types of participants, tactics used, issues raised, etc.  In addition, 

the KDF Sourcebook on Events includes information on the governments’ response to 

events including forms of repression.   

Second, they created a detailed directory of social movement organizations that 

were founded and active in the same period.  The KDF Sourcebook on Organizations 

(minjuhwa undong kwallyŏn tanch’e sajŏn) includes a host of information about the 

organizations including date founded, main activities, internal and external structure of 

organization, principal individuals involved, etc.   For the purposes of creating these 

sourcebooks, the KDF has drawn upon many different sources.  Among the various 

sources are newspapers, SMO documents and publications, government documents, 

personal memoirs, secondary sources, etc.  Together, the KDF Sourcebooks on Events 

and Organization provide a comprehensive qualitative account of the struggle for 

democracy in South Korea.  To this date, the KDF Sourcebooks represent the most 

exhaustive effort to archive all information related to South Korea’s democracy 

movement.3 

                                                
3 But still, it is important to note the limitations to the KDF sourcebooks.  First, those events that were not 
recorded in any source (e.g. newspapers, memoirs, organizational histories, etc.) were not included simply 
because there was no way to collect data on them.  Second, because the KDF sourcebooks relied on any 
and all sources of information, the usefulness of sources changes over time.  For example, newspapers were 
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OUTLINE OF REPORT 

When trying to describe something as complex as a political social movement that 

spanned several decades, it is helpful to disaggregate the movement into its various 

components.  This way, we can have a more nuanced understanding of political protest in 

South Korea.  Important attributes of a social movement include actors involved, issues 

raised, and tactics used.  To better our understanding of the quality and character of South 

Korea’s democracy movement, we divide the analysis into different chapters 

corresponding to different attributes of the democracy movement.  

In Chapter 2, we discuss the different social groups that participated in South 

Korea’s democracy movement.  The fundamental research question asked in Chapter 2 is: 

Who were the social groups that participated in Korea’s democracy movement?  As 

detailed in Chapter 2, there were a wide variety of social actors involved in protest 

events.  We provide an overview of groups participating in protest events through various 

descriptive statistics.  In addition, we explore more deeply case studies of important 

social groups using qualitative historical-archival data provided by the KDF and other 

sources.   

In Chapter 3 we explore the different issues and concerns raised by protestors 

and answer the following empirical question: What were the main issues that democracy 

movement participants raised in protest events?  Predictably, democracy and human 

rights were the two main issues put forth by dissidents.  But still, there was a wide variety 

of other concerns that democracy movement participants raised during protest events and 

the diversification of issues helped enrich and deepen the meaning of democracy and 

human rights.  The diversity of issues raised in the democracy movement is part of the 

discursive or normative contest waged between dissidents and the state.  As neo-Marxist 

theorist Antonio Gramsci keenly noted in his prison notebooks, the ability to exercise 

power is in part dependent on a “war of positions” where cultural hegemony is as 

important as material might (Gramsci 1971).  The state proffered a self-legitimizing 

                                                                                                                                            
not reliable sources in the 1970s and much of the 1980s, but in the post democratization period, newspapers 
became an important source.  This is to say that sources are not constants throughout the data collection 
effort.  And third, because the sources for the KDF sourcebooks did not provide equal data on each event, 
there is a differential amount of information associated with each event. 
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rhetoric in the form of national security and economic development.  Dissidents, on the 

other hand, developed the culture and language of protest and imagined a democratic 

society.  In Chapter 3 we provide an overview of both the general and specific issues 

raised in protest events and also discuss in greater detail the important issues that 

informed the democracy movement. 

In Chapter 4 we explore the methods by which protestors made their claims 

heard and answer the following research question: What were the tactics dissidents used 

in anti-government protest?  The richness of South Korea’s democracy movement is 

manifest in part by the many creative ways dissidents expressed their dissatisfaction with 

the governing states.  Often times the way in which protest is conducted defines the lived 

experience for participants.  Also, significantly, the tactic chosen by protestors signals to 

the repressive state the nature of the danger that is posed by dissidents.  The clearest 

example of this is the difference between violent and non-violent tactics in protest events.  

This disparity between tactical styles by different protesting groups gives the democracy 

movement its most visible form.  In Chapter 4 we provide an overview of the different 

tactics used in the democracy movement as well as exploring more deeply some of the 

more interesting and significant tactics used in protest events.     

In Chapter 5 we appropriate the Stanford SMO Dataset to provide an overview 

of the organizational structure of the democracy movement.  As movement scholars have 

noted (McCarthy and Zald 1977), social movements are greatly facilitated by the 

presence of organizations that can help garner the resources necessary to sustain a social 

movement.  Korean dissidents instinctively understood this concept and founded many 

organizations to help structure and facilitate their movement.  In Chapter 5 we answer the 

following research questions associated with the organizational structure of the 

democracy movement: What is the trajectory of the founding of social movement 

organizations in the democracy movement? And, what are the different attributes of the 

organizations that were active during the democracy movement? 

Finally, in Chapter 6 we turn our attention to the authoritarian states.  As 

movement scholars have noted (Davenport, Johnston and Mueller 2005) we cannot 

understand the evolution of social movements without an equal analysis of the groups 

that the movement challenges.  This is to say that social movements are fundamentally a 
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dialectical phenomenon (Chang and Kim 2007) and we need to understand the repressive 

strategies of the state and how this repression impacted the democracy movement.  Thus, 

we answer a basic research question in Chapter 6: What was the nature of state 

repression of the democracy movement?  In Chapter 6 we provide an overview of the 

different types of repression used by the state and also conduct a deeper qualitative 

analysis of the structural forms of repression the state used to quell the democracy 

movement.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 2: SOCIAL GROUPS PARTICIPATING IN PROTEST EVENTS 
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Large scaled social movements rarely involve a single group of actors.  Rather, 

movements are often staged by groups from multiple sectors of society.  While this seems 

to be the empirical reality, many studies of social movements conceptualize protest-

repression dynamics as a “two-actor world populated by a state and a dissident group” 

(Moore 2000: 108).  Various movement scholars have pointed our attention to the fact 

that “Opposition groups are not monolithic” (Lichbach 1987: 273) and we need a 

disaggregated picture of social movements which we can imagine by identifying the 

various social groups involved in a movement (Davenport 2005: xxi).   

The criteria used to define what constitutes a “social group” depend on the 

specific movement under study and guiding research questions.  This follows from the 

fact that individuals have multiple social identities and can act according to any one of 

those identities depending on the social context (Barvosa-Carter 2001; Turner et. al. 

1987).  In the case of Korea’s democracy movement in the 1970s and 1980s, definitions 

of the social groups are based on variations in socio-vocational identities.  The 

justification for using this criterion to define social groups follows the inductive logic of 

how actors self-identify.   

In South Korea, protest events were staged by groups of actors that maintained 

similar occupational identities and often times made their claims based on these 

identities.  For example Christians assumed that the job of caring for the souls and well-

being of their laity applied to the political and humanitarian spheres as well as the 

religious.  Also, journalists organized protest events focusing on “freedom of speech” and 

“media freedom” based on their belief that it was their duty as communicators of 

domestic (and international) news.  Likewise laborers congregated together as laborers 

often bringing to the fore their own special interests to the democracy movement such as 

workers’ rights.  Of course alliances were created between these social groups and often 

times they worked together to organize protest events (Chang 2007).  Some groups, such 

as the Christians in the 1970s, were especially adept at organizing inter-group protest 

events (Chang 2006).  But still, for the most part, each occupational group maintained a 

distinct identity and all together the democracy movement reflects the wide diversity of 

social groups contending with the state to bring about a new era in South Korean politics.  
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In sum, Korea’s democracy movement involved many social groups who participated in 

protest events based on their unique socio-vocational identities. 

 

 

DIVERSITY OF SOCIAL GROUPS PARTICIPATING IN PROTEST EVENTS 

 
Table 2-1: Social Groups Participating in Protest Events (1970-1992) 
 
Social Group Frequency Percent 
Students or youths 1116 33.54 
Laborers 714 21.46 
Christians 409 12.29 
Journalists/Media/Publishing company 162 4.87 
Intellectuals 149 4.48 
General activists, civil groups 148 4.45 
Christian students 137 4.12 
Politicians 127 3.82 
Citizens (general) 56 1.68 
Educators (Teachers) 56 1.68 
Family of persecuted 44 1.32 
Professionals 42 1.26 
Prisoners 31 0.93 
Economically Poor 27 0.81 
Farmers 19 0.57 
Foreigners 18 0.54 
Other Religious 16 0.48 
Women 16 0.48 
Christian Farmers 11 0.33 
Other religious students 8 0.24 
Military personnel  6 0.18 
Student Prisoners 4 0.12 
Judges, judicial system  3 0.09 
Merchants 3 0.09 
Other 3 0.09 
Christian Prisoners 2 0.06 
Alumni Associations 0 0 
Total 3327 100.00 
 

In Table 2-1, we can see the rich diversity of social groups participating in protest 

events.  The groups who staged the largest number of protest events were students, 

laborers, Christians, journalists, intellectuals, general activists, Christian students,4 and 

politicians.  But along with these larger groups, there were several other interesting 

groups participating in protest events.  As described below, family members of political 

                                                
4 Christian students are distinct from both students and Christians because they not only advocated a 
separate identity themselves but also drew upon a unique pool of resources including their own social 
networks and organizational structures. 
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prisoners were a strong supporting social network and played an important role in 

keeping the memories of those incarcerated or killed alive.  Also mentioned below, 

foreigners, although they were small in numbers, played a significant role as mediators 

between dissidents and the international community (Stentzel 2006).   

As each new social group joined the democracy movement, the movement as a 

whole became richly diversified.  Each group not only brought their own social status to 

the movement but also the uniqueness of each group contributed to the evolution of the 

democracy movement in many ways: Journalists brought the issue of media freedom to 

the fore, foreigners publicized issues of repression to the international community, 

Christians used their churches as sanctuaries, and on.  The increasing diversification of 

the democracy movement is an important element in the growth of the civil sector and the 

increasing participation by many different groups contributed to the collapse of 

authoritarianism in South Korea (Kim 1980; Kim 2003; Kim 2000).  Figure 2-1 below 

shows the increasing diversification of social groups participating in protest events.  

Diversity is calculated using the Simpson Diversity Index (Olzak and Ryo 2007).  It is a 

proportional statistic and values range between 0 (no diversity, only one group 

participating in that year) and 1 (only a theoretical possibility of complete diversity).5  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-1: Diversity of Social Groups Participating in Protest 

                                                
5 The Simpson Diversity Index is calculated with the following equation: 
 S = 1-(A/year_total)^2 + (B/year_total)^2 + (C/year_total)^2 + . . . 
Where A is the number of events participated by group A in a year’s time, and B is the number of events 
participated by group B, etc.  The denominator “year_total” is the total sum of the number of events 
participated by all groups and thus can exceed the number of actual events (e.g. when two or more groups 
participate in a single event together). 
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It is clear from Figure 2-1 that the 1970s witnessed an increase in the diversity of 

actors participating in protest, even if that diversification was not a steady process.  There 

are dips in the graph pointing to the impact repression had on the total number of protest 

events and consequently the number of actors staging protest events.  The first significant 

fall in the diversity of actors is in 1976 after the promulgation of Emergency Decrees in 

1974 and 1975.  Emergency Decree 9 (May 13, 1975) was especially effective in 

repressing protest.  Following Emergency Decree 9 we can see an immediate drop in the 

diversification of actors in 1976.   

Also, after taking control of the government in the wake of Park Chung Hee’s 

assassination in 1979, Chun Doo Hwan implemented a harsh policy of repression to 

cement his power grab.  This was most evident in the Kwangju massacre on May 18, 

1980.  The suppression of dissident voices following Chun Doo Hwan’s rise of power 

corresponds to the significant drop in the diversification of actors participating in protest 

events in 1980 and 1981.  It wasn’t until Chun Doo Hwan liberalized his policy of 

repression starting in 1984 that diversity again begins to increase.  In the authoritarian 

period (pre 1987), the diversification of actors participating in protest events reaches its 

highest point in 1987 when not only long standing dissident groups, but also the middle 

class, joined the movement for democratic reform.  After state acquiescence and 
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democratic transition in 1987, the diversity of actors staging protest events dramatically 

increases from 1990.  The skyrocketing diversity of protesting actors in the early 1990s 

signals the splintering of the democracy movement as different social groups pursued 

their own special interests (Cho 2003).   

 

THE IMPACT OF POLITICAL CONTEXT 

If movements are summarized by the diversity of social groups that participate in 

them, and we keep in mind the long term temporal scope of a movement, then it is quite 

plausible to assume the unequal rate of participation for different social groups.  That is, 

social groups can participate at different times in a movement’s trajectory and rescind or 

come to the fore of the movement depending on different factors.  One important factor 

contributing to the differential participation rate of actors in the democracy movement is 

the political context and the time period in which social groups acted.  In particular the 

political climate of Park Chung Hee’s Yushin regime was distinct from that of Chun Doo 

Hwan or Roh Tae Woo’s.  In Table 2-2 we show the top groups participating in protest 

events for the period corresponding to the tenure of the three authoritarian leaders: Park 

Chung Hee, Chun Doo Hwan, and Roh Tae Woo. 

 
Table 2-2: Main Social Groups Participating in Protest by Political Context 
 
1970s Percent 1980-1987 Percent 1988-1992 Percent 
Students/Youth 31.71 Students/Youth 48.41 Laborers 34.76 
Laborers 17.00 Laborers 23.65 Students/Youth 21.57 
Christians 16.50 Christians 4.92 General activists 16.40 
Journalists 6.39 Intellectuals 3.65 Citizens 5.70 
Christian students 6.30 General activists 3.65 Educators 4.63 
Other 22.10 Other 15.72 Other 16.94 
Total 100.00 Total 100.00 Total 100.00 
 

Comparing the 1970s with the 1980s, it is evident that there are both consistencies 

and differences between the two time periods.  As Table 2-2 shows students and labor 

groups are the most dominant social groups in the democracy movement.  

Notwithstanding the consistent presence of students and labor groups in the democracy 

movement, there are interesting differences between the 1970s and 1980s.  First, 

compared to the 1970s, labor was more active in the 1980s. In particular, labor became 

the most active protest group after 1987. The rapid growth of workers shows that labor 
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became more independent and took the initiative in collective action.  The second 

difference is the important role that Christians and journalists played in the 1970s 

compared to their marginal participation in the 1980s.  Complementing the decline of 

Christian and journalist participation in the 1980s is the increasing participation of 

General Activists and ordinary citizens in protest events towards the end of the 1980s.  

General activists began to emerge in the mid 1980s and finally became the third most 

active protest group in the post democratic period, followed by ordinary citizens. The 

growing saliency of general activists and citizens indicates the professionalization or 

institutionalization of activist identity.  These differences are discussed below in more 

detail. 

 

CASE STUDIES OF IMPORTANT GROUPS 

Students 

Students were the most salient group in the democracy movement accounting for 30-35% 

of all protest events in the period from 1970-1992.  Relative to other groups in the 

democracy movement, students were a consistent source of grievance for the 

authoritarian states.  The student protestors of the 1970s and 1980s harked back to the 

golden age of student political mobilization when they were at the forefront of the 

movement that brought down Syngman Rhee’s autocratic government in April of 1960, 

and lead the charge against the normalization of relations between Korea and Japan in 

1965.  Figure 2-2 displays the trajectory of student protest events from 1970-1992. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-2: Number of Protest Events by Students (1970-1992) 
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Student protest in the 1970s began with two issues: the 1971 Presidential elections, 

in which Park Chung Hee ran for a third presidential term, and compulsory military 

training for university students (kyoryŏn munje).  In 1971 Park Chung Hee’s government 

increased the number of weekly hours students were mandated to participate in military 

training exercises.  This revised policy was a tool to discipline the student population 

who protested Park Chung Hee’s successful attempt to revise the 1963 constitution so as 

to allow him to run for a third presidential term.  But the attempt to discipline students 

backfired and students took to the streets in large demonstrations against the military 

training program.  The great majority of protest in 1971 addressed the specific issue of 

military training and the general issue of educational freedom from government control.  

Nothing less than a garrison decree (October 15, 1971) that stationed soldiers all around 

college campuses would blunt the student demonstrations of 1971.   

Student protest continued to dwindle in 1972 when Park Chung Hee enacted 

Martial Law in support of his new Yushin Constitution.  After Martial Law was lifted, 

however, student protest was again on the rise.  Students in 1973 and 1974 protested the 

new Yushin Constitution while continuing to advocate for educational freedom.  They 

were the largest group protesting Park Chung Hee’s rule at this time and were enough of 

a threat for the state to issue special Emergency Decrees targeted directly at them.  
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Emergency Decree 4, promulgated on April 3, 1974, forbade student organizing and 

specifically illegalized the student organization National Democratic Youth-Student 

League (minju ch’ŏngnyŏn haksaeng ch’ongyŏnmaeng).  Emergency Decree 4 and 

Emergency Decree 7, which closed down Korea University, marked the beginning of the 

systematic repression of student dissidents by the Yushin regime.  The mass arrests 

following these Emergency Decrees are known as the minch’ŏng sagŏn and was quite 

effective at silencing the student population.  Thus, student protest declined from 1974 

and 1976.   

Student protest began to pick up again in 1977 until Chun Doo Hwan came to 

power in 1980.  After Park Chung Hee was assassinated, college students actively 

demanded the freedom of their campuses (hagwŏn chayuhwa) by organizing student 

associations and demonstrating on campus in 1980. The students who had been expelled 

by Emergency Decrees could at last reenroll in their respective schools.  Students started 

to raise their voices about liberalization or democratization of the college campus.  Their 

themes varied: Regarding the college campus, students demanded resignation of those 

professors who the previous government had appointed, and also asked for transparency 

in the financial management of universities.  They also criticized the government, 

demanding the lifting of Emergency Martial Law, and also refused compulsory military 

training.  In the spring of 1980, students participated in a large number of demonstrations 

and rallies.  Because they were extremely heated and widespread, interim President Choi 

Kyu Hah announced a special statement on April 14, 1980, asking the demonstrators to 

calm down.   

The contest between students and the state came to a head in the city of Kwangju 

on May 18, 1980 when students from Chŏnnam University clashed with the police.  This 

confrontation quickly escalated into civil strive and several hundred civilians died in that 

incident (Shin and Hwang 2003; Lewis 2002).  Following the Kwangju massacre, Chun 

Doo Hwan executed a strict policy of repressing any dissenting voices that would 

challenge his rise to power.  Not only student protest, but all protest dwindled from 1980-

1984.   

We can observe from Figure 2-2 that student protest was nearly nonexistent from 

1981 to 1983.  This shows how repressive that period was for students as well as other 
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groups (Kim 2000: 78).  Starting from 1984, however, Chun Doo Hwan relaxed his 

repressive policies.  This sudden political liberalization was due first to the fact that the 

Chun regime had to consider that the General Election (1985) was drawing close, and 

that the Asian Olympic Games (1986) and the Olympic Games (1988) were soon to 

follow (Koo 2001: 108).  Second, the government became confident of their control over 

the society by achieving economic growth and political stability (Kim 2000: 81).  As the 

Chun regime continuously suffered from a lack of legitimacy, it was imperative for them 

to demonstrate how democratic their regime was to the voters and the international 

audience.  Therefore, in the spring of 1984, they released some political prisoners and 

allowed the professors and students who had been fired and expelled to go back to their 

schools.  The general atmosphere at college campuses became much freer.  The 

government’s relaxing of political control was an important political opportunity for 

students to reorganize and to prepare for further action.  In March and April, students at 

Seoul National, Yonsei, and Korea University organized the Committee for Autonomy on 

Campus (hagwŏn chayulhwa ch’ujin wiwŏnhoe: hakchach’u), whose goal was the 

democratization of college campuses.  In the fall of 1984, their focus moved on to the 

revival of student associations.  As the General Election was coming soon, students also 

engaged in anti-government demonstrations asking for democratic elections.  

In the mid 1980s, student protest became more politicized and radicalized.  In 

May 1985, they launched demonstrations demanding the government’s apology for the 

Kwangju massacre. More than 10,000 students participated nationwide.  The protest 

culminated when 73 students staged a sit-in at the U.S. Culture Center on May 23rd.  

They criticized the U.S. for supporting Chun’s government, and argued that it should take 

some responsibility for the Kwangju massacre.  This incident was important because the 

students publicly addressed the truth of the Kwangju massacre, which had been little 

known, and thereby delegitimized the Chun government.  At the same time, the students 

revealed anti-American sentiment, which was gaining popularity among student activists 

and radical intellectuals in the 1980s (Shin 1995).      

Students were one of the most important social groups who led the famous June 

democracy struggle in 1987.  In late 1985 and 1986, social movement groups strongly 

demanded constitutional revision, including direct presidential elections.  However, in 
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April 1987, Chun announced that he could not tolerate discussions on constitutional 

revision anymore, and that he would protect the current constitution.  Furthermore, Pak 

Chong-ch’ŏl, a Seoul National University student, was tortured to death by police.  When 

the truth, which the government and police had tried to hide from the public, was 

revealed in May 1987, it became a catalyst for unprecedented nationwide mass protests.  

Also, Yi Han-yŏl, a Yonsei University student, was hit by a police tear gas bomb and 

died in June.  This again escalated the wave of protests. Students actively participated in 

demonstrations mourning for their fellow students’ deaths.  In August 1987, they 

organized the National Council for the Representatives of College Students (chŏn’guk 

taehaksaeng taep’yoja hyŏbŭihoe or chŏndaehyŏp) as an umbrella organization which 

could lead student activism.  The NCRC’s activities were not limited to political 

demonstrations, but also extended to the reunification movement and monitoring 

elections in the late 1980s and in the early 1990s.  Undoubtedly, students’ protests 

demanding democracy, social justice and reunification were an outstanding feature of 

Korean social movements in the 1970s and 1980s.  

 

Labor 

Almost immediately after taking power, Park Chung Hee’s developmentally 

minded government put Korea on the fast course to modernization and economic 

development.  The Economic Planning Board, through a series of “5 Year Economic 

Plans,” orchestrated the transformation of Korea from an agricultural to an industrial 

society (Shin 1998; Kong 2000).  One intended side-effect of government economic 

policies was the creation of a large labor class as citizens flocked from the country sides 

to the urban centers in hopes of a better life (Koo 2001).  In Figure 2-3, we can see that 

the number of public protest events labor participated in follows closely the number of 

overall protest events.  While the spikes in 1971 and 1975 indicate high levels of activity 

for labor protest events in those years, it wasn’t until the second half of the 1980s that 

labor became the dominant force in civil society it is today.  But still, the 1970s witnessed 

significant events related to the emergence of labor groups as a force for democracy and 

human rights.   
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Figure 2-3: Number of Protest Events by Labor (1970-1992) 
 

 
 

The story of the modern day labor movement has its narrative origins in the life 

and death of Chŏn T’ae-il, a poor garment worker in the textile factories of the Peace 

Market.  After years of attempting to organize other garment workers and pleading with 

employers and the state alike to uphold the Labor Standards Law, Chŏn T’ae-il self 

immolated on November 13, 1970 as his final protest against a government that 

supported employers’ repression of laborers’ rights.  His death galvanized a nascent labor 

class that, while frustrated with their situation, had yet to systematically organize itself 

into a force for workers’ rights (Cho 2003).  Chŏn T’ae-il became a martyr for the labor 

movement and the fight for workers’ rights in the 1970s evolved into a movement against 

an oppressive authoritarian state who they felt sacrificed the well being of workers for the 

sake of national economic development. 

The formation of unions was a main strategy laborers used to organize themselves 

and make their claims heard in the 1970s.  The great majority of laborers’ claims and 

demands included freedom to unionize, low wages, and poor working conditions (Jeong 

2007: 43).  As Koo (2001: 159) points out, the number of unions grew in the 1970s even 

if that growth fluctuated from time to time (3,063 unions in 1970 to 4,394 unions in 

1979).  The increase in number of unions active in the 1970s points to the growing 
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organizational strength of workers but as Ogle (1990: 77) has perceptively pointed out, 

the cooptation of unions and the manipulation of union politics were important factors 

that curbed the effectiveness of union activities.  Jeong (2007: 56) notes that regarding 

unions in the chemical industry, “employees in the chemical sector faced severe 

repressive measures like threats or temptations to block free union formation.”  If the 

1980s labor movement is characterized by the struggle to achieve substantive material 

gains, workers in the 1970s were fighting for the right to simply organize.  In addition to 

Chŏn T’ae-il’s self immolation protest early in the decade, two sets of union disputes 

stand out as seminal events that catapulted labor issues to the forefront of the democracy 

movement.   

 Aided by the Christian labor organization Urban Industrial Mission (see below) 

and especially the Revered Cho Hwa-sun, laborers at the Dongil Textile Co. had 

managed to successfully establish a woman led pro-labor union in 1972.  Dongil 

management tried numerous tactics to subdue union activities but the workers, mostly 

women, were resilient (Koo 2001: 80).  The struggles between Dongil Textile women 

workers and management continued through the 70s including the time when women 

workers took their clothes off as a last resort to fend off encroaching riot police (July 25, 

1976) and union members had human excrement thrown on them by hired thugs 

(February 12, 1978).  The Dongil Textile Co. labor struggle in the 1970s became a 

symbol and a rallying point for the larger democracy movement.  This incident also 

facilitated the networking of different social groups participating in the democracy 

movement who came together in solidarity with the UIM and woman workers of the 

Dongil Textile Company.6   

A second important labor dispute was the YH Company incident.  Starting from 

August 9, 1979, roughly two hundred workers at the YH Trading Company held a sit in 

strike at the Simindang (the minority political party) building to protest the 

mismanagement and closing of their factory.  In an effort to suppress their protest, and at 

the behest of the managers of the company, the government sent one thousand policemen 

in full riot gear to the plant.  During the violent skirmishes between workers and the 

                                                
6 For example, fired workers joined members of the UIM, Human Rights Committee of the Korean 
National Council of Churches, Ecumenical Youth Council, various Catholic groups, and journalists from 
Donga Ilbo, to begin a “fast protest” at Taptong Cathedral on March 12, 1978. 
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police, one woman worker, Kim Kyŏng-suk, was killed and many more injured.  Shocked 

by the violence and the death of the woman worker, various other social groups jointed 

the women workers in protest against state repression.  Organizations such as the Korean 

National Council of Churches Human Rights Committee, Association of the Families of 

Prisoners of Conscience, reporters from Donga T’uwi, and other groups held protest 

events and public forums decrying the police brutality of the women workers.  In 

addition, the YH incident was significant because it linked institutional politicians and 

the democracy movement as the YH women workers turned to Simindang members to 

support their cause.  Minority party leader and future president of Korea, Kim Young 

Sam, resigned from his position as opposition party leader in protest against the violence 

at the YH Company. 

The decision of the YH workers to stage their protest at the Simindang building 

was a conscious one as they wanted to “escalate their economic struggle to a political 

struggle, and therefore. . .make a great impact on the entire society” (quoted in Koo 2001: 

90).  That labor problems were fundamentally related to the political situation was 

obvious to many in the democracy movement.  Jeong (2007: 76) succinctly summarizes 

the State Corporatism thesis: “during the economic development period in the 1970s, the 

political leaders, under a despotic single party political structure, legitimized a repressive 

stance against free union growth by establishing national priorities of rapid 

industrialization and political stability. . .it was the state that shaped the 

underdevelopment of free union activities in Korea.”  This is why other groups, such as 

Christians, intellectuals, and journalists, joined Dongil Textile women workers and YH 

women workers in their fight for labor rights.  The government’s control over the 

economy as a whole and union activities in particular was shown in several policies 

including the law that made illegal union strikes from 1972-1980 and the direct control of 

income inflation and wage setting (Kim and Bae 2004: 30; Jeong 2007: 69).      

While students remain relatively consistent in the 1970s and 1980s, labor groups 

became much more salient in the 1980s.  Labor groups accounted for 17% of all protest 

events in the 1970s but jumped up to 23.65% in the 1980s and 34.76% after democratic 

transition in 1987.  Labor groups took a lead role in the democracy movement in the 

1980s as they became more organized vis-à-vis the creation of labor unions and national 
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federations of unions.  The Spring of Seoul in 1980, which was only a short period of 

political freedom, encouraged workers to demand labor rights.  Labor disputes increased 

in 1980 compared to the previous year, the main theme of which was better working 

conditions and wage increase.  Their target was generally their employers.  The workers’ 

struggles, however, subsided soon when Chun Doo Hwan took power.  On August 21, 

1980, the government ordered the “Purification of Labor Unions (nodong chohap 

chŏnghwa chich’im),” which was followed a week later by more repression of labor 

unions.  For example, labor unions could not engage in any disputes, and they had to 

report anyone to the Labor Office who started an unlawful disruption in the workplace.  

In August, the government dissolved 118 unions, and in September, it forced 191 union 

leaders to resign.  The arrested union leaders were those who had led sit-ins or other 

kinds of labor activism. Simply put, “purification” meant the suppression of independent 

union activities. 

The three years following 1980 was characterized by harsh government repression 

of social movements in general.  Labor was no exception.  Employers as well as the 

government attacked the democratic union movement by firing and blacklisting the 

workers who participated in it. For instance, the Ch’ŏnggye Textile Union was forced to 

dissolve in January 1981.  This labor union was very active in fighting for young female 

industrial workers’ rights in the 1970s. Many other unions such as Bando, Namhwa, 

Mugunghwa, Wŏnp’ung, Control Data Union had to suffer the same fate in the face of 

severe repression in the early 1980s. Although their unions were gone, nevertheless, 

many members still remained active and continued to engage in the revival movement. 

In addition, during this morbid period, the student movement adopted labor praxis 

(hyŏnjangron) as a movement strategy.  Thousands of students entered the industrial 

arena by becoming workers themselves, and tried to help the workers to become 

conscious as a class and to organize democratic unions (Koo 2001: 104).  The role of the 

activist students was a key in politicizing industrial workers.  Beyond demanding their 

rights, the workers gradually developed their interest in broader political issues.     

Labor movements did not die out easily and the Chun government created a long 

“blacklist” of labor activists in 1983 in order to block them from getting jobs.  No doubt, 

the blacklisting enraged the fired workers.  Workers thus organized the Committee for the 
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Abolition of Blacklisting Democratic Workers and launched sit-ins.  In the spring of 1984, 

the Chun government launched a liberalization policy and relaxed its control over labor 

movements.  Labor struggles and union-founding started to rise rapidly.  The workers’ 

activities were not only limited to demanding basic workers’ rights, but also expanded 

into active democratic union movements.  In this sense, the 1985 Kuro strike was the 

culmination of such a growth in workers’ political and class consciousness (Yi 2004; Koo 

2001).  The strike, which started after the police arrested three union leaders at Daewoo 

Apparel, demonstrated very strong inter-firm solidarity among workers and drew 

tremendous support from other social movement groups.  This “solidarity strike” was a 

whole new strategy in the labor movement (Yi 2004: 687).  Also, it should be noted that 

the workers fought against the government’s repression of the labor movement, which 

was more politicized than demanding an improvement of basic labor conditions from 

employers.  They were channeling their activism to broader political goals.  This reveals 

that their political consciousness considerably matured and their movement strategies 

diversified through the early 1980s. 

After June 1987, workers were empowered by the renewed hope for democracy.  

They were not the main actors for the June democracy movement, but they were certainly 

influenced and encouraged by the energy from it.  From July to September, a tremendous 

number of labor disputes occurred.  This surge in labor movements is referred to “the 

Great Worker Struggle” (nodongja taet’ujaeng, Koo 2001).  Although Figure 2-3 above 

does not reflect the intensity of labor movements in the summer of 1987, the high number 

of labor-related events in 1988 and 1989 demonstrates to some extent the rapid growth of 

workers’ activism after large scaled democracy movement protests in 1987.7  

One of the important goals of the labor movement industry was to establish a 

national umbrella organization, one that would facilitate mobilizing workers and solving 

labor problems.  As Korea democratized after the June democracy movement in 1987, 

their dream came true by organizing the National Congress of Trade Unions (chŏn’guk 

nodong chohap hyŏbŭihoe: chŏnnohyŏp) in 1990, which was later transformed into the 

                                                
7 The KDF sourcebook describes the Great Worker Struggle as the culmination of labor movement in the 
late 1980s, but fails to list the details of labor disputes and births of labor unions. According to the Korea 
Labor Institute’s statistical data, in 1987, 3,749 labor disputes occurred as opposed to 276 in the previous 
year. Also, the number of unions increased from 2,658(1986) to 4,086(1987).   
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Korean Confederation of Trade Unions (chŏn’guk minju nodong chojap 

ch’ongyŏnmaeng: minjunoch’ong) in 1995.  The number of NCTU’s members exceeded 

200,000 and it included more than 600 labor unions.  

Throughout the 1980s, labor movements became stronger, more independent, and 

more militant.  They matured with the help of Christian activists in the 1970s and student 

activists in the early 1980s.  In the mid to late 1980s, workers could stand firm alone in 

fighting for their rights and actively sought solidarity with other social movement 

industries about broader political and social issues.     

 

Christians 

Christians were another important group in South Korea’s democracy movement.  

While scholars have pointed to the tendency for Korean Christianity to be conservative, 

both theologically and in praxis, a minority of Christians became champions of 

democracy and human rights primarily during the 1970s (Lee 2006; Chang 2006).  Some 

of the most important leaders of the democracy movement were Christian clergy such as 

Mun Ik-hwan, Pak Hyŏng-kyu, and Cardinal Kim Su-hwan.  Other important leaders 

were Christians by faith including dissident poet Kim Chi-ha and Kim Dae Jung.  

Christians contributed to the democracy movement in many ways including the provision 

of unique organizational resources in the form of church networks and a spiritualized 

form of the minjung ideology in the form of Minjung Theology. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-4: Number of Protest Events by Christians (1970-1992) 
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As seen in Figure 2-4, Christians were much more salient in the 1970s relative to 

the 1980s.  In fact, in 1974 the rate of Christian protest grew when student protest 

declined due to the specific repression of students mentioned above.  During the period 

between 1975-1978, Christians staged more protest events than any other group.  

Christianity’s contributions to the democracy movement during the height of repression 

in the 1970s were many.  First, Christians helped develop the rhetoric of protest in the 

guise of a Korean liberation theology, Minjung Theology.  Second, Christians formed 

several of the most important social movement organizations that helped sustain the 

democracy movement when all other groups were heavily repressed.  Organizations such 

as the Korean National Council of Churches’ Human Rights Committee and the Urban 

Industrial Mission conducted the important work of building bridges between different 

social groups in the democracy movement.  And other Christian gatherings such as the 

Thursday Prayer Meetings and various churches, such as Galilee Church and Hanbit 

Church, were used as spaces for subversive activities when other locales were closed off 

to dissidents.  Finally, Christians, relative to other groups, established relationships with 

international groups that contributed significantly to their ability to resist state repression.    

Christian protest of the Yushin regime began in 1973 on various fronts.  In a 

pivotal event, Reverend Pak Hyŏng-kyu and two younger ministers of his church 

gathered their congregation at Seoul’s South Mountain (namsan) on April 22nd for Easter 
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Sunday and, in response to the “passing” of the Yushin Constitution, disseminated 

leaflets that read “Politicians Repent,” “The Resurrection of Democracy is the Liberation 

of the People,” and “Lord, show thy mercy to the ignorant King” (Kang 1997: 102).  The 

government accused Reverend Pak and his supporters of trying to “overthrow the 

government” and promptly arrested them under the National Security Law.  The arrest of 

Pak Hyŏng-kyu under the National Security Law led a group of concerned Christian 

leaders to propagate the “1973 Theological Declaration of Korean Christians.”  This 

declaration was an important precedence to Minjung Theology in that it was the first 

attempt to publicize Christian protest theologically or specifically as a Christian duty 

(Chang 2006).   

Christians were critical of the state in their sermons and public declarations.  In 

particular, the “Declaration of Conscience” by Bishop Chi Hak-sun (July 16, 1974), and 

the “Declaration for the Salvation of the Nation” by Catholic, Protestant and oppositional 

political leaders (March 1, 1976) were important for their highly publicized nature.  

Similar to Bishop Chi’s “Declaration,” the “Declaration for the Salvation of the Nation,” 

read by Yi U-chŏng on the 57th anniversary of the March 1st Declaration of Independence 

from Japanese colonial rule (1919), was a pivotal moment in the discursive struggle 

Christian dissidents waged against Park Chung Hee’s Yushin regime.  Pastor Mun Ik-

hwan, professor at Han’guk Theological Seminary, drafted the document in response to 

the promulgation of Emergency Decree 9.  Yi U-chŏng read the Declaration on March 1, 

1976 at Myŏngdong Cathedral and those related to the writing and reading of the 

Declaration were promptly arrested under the National Security Law.  On the same day 

of the reading, the head of the Prosecutor’s Office, Seoul District, Sŏ Chŏng-kak, accused 

the signatories of nothing short of a coup d’etat.  Nineteen persons were convicted and 

given prison sentences ranging from 2-5 years (Pastor Mun received a 5 year sentence).  

While the repression was swift, the Declaration made its mark on the consciousness of 

dissidents and became a rallying point for those struggling to restore democracy in Korea.   

   Christian contribution was not limited to these important symbolic and discursive 

challenges against the Yushin regime but also involved significant social movement 

organizations.  For example, Christians contributed to the labor movement of that period 

as contact between Christians and the laborers was inevitable: The rapid growth of the 
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Korean churches during this time was symbiotically tied to the industrialization-

urbanization process (Kim 1989).  Urban Industrial Mission (UIM) ministers and church 

leaders first indirectly learned of the situation from the laborers themselves who attended 

their churches.  They then obtained manual labor jobs in order to work alongside laborers 

and help them organize.  Their direct experience working in the factories solidified their 

conviction that something had to be done for the rights of workers.  UIM continued its 

educational, organizational, and strategizing work with laborers throughout the 1970s.  

Through these programs, the UIM contributed to not only the formation of unions in 

various companies but also galvanized “worker’s consciousness” amongst laborers (Koo 

2001). 

   Other Christian organizations, such as the Ecumenical Youth Council and the 

Human Rights Committee, were a direct response to the repression of the authoritarian 

state.  Mentioned above, following the promulgation of ED number 4 the state began a 

campaign to arrest and incarcerate student protestors.  The Ecumenical Youth Council 

(EYC) was formed to mobilize students and youths outside of their university settings.  

The purpose of forming the EYC was to draw upon the potential power of students and 

youths while moving their activities away from the campuses to avoid restrictions set by 

ED number 4.  The formation of the Human Rights Committee of the Korean National 

Council of Churches (KNCC) was also a direct reaction to the repression of the state.  As 

stories of the appalling treatment of political prisoners leaked out to the public, Christians 

became concerned with not only affecting political reform but also the harsh treatment of 

dissidents.  It was with these motives that the KNCC officially formed the Human Rights 

Committee on April 11, 1974.  This organization quickly became the central SMO by 

linking together a variety of organizations, and by forming various new ad hoc 

organizations, thereby furthering the growth of the network of Christian social movement 

organizations.   

Emergency Decree 9 was an effective tool the state used to silence dissidents.  

Christian protest, as well as all other groups’ protest, declined significantly starting from 

1975 due to Emergency Decree 9.  However, Christians were able to maintain some level 

of dissident praxis as their religious identity, relatively, shielded them from strong forms 

of repression.  It was during this dark time that the Thursday Prayer Meeting became an 
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important part of the Christian organizational network.  Although these gatherings were 

not technically formal organizations, they nevertheless provided a consistent space for 

Christian dissidents to gather and further their cause.  For example, the Human Rights 

Committee continued to distribute their Human Rights Newsletter at these prayer 

meetings.  Political prisoners also gave their testimonies.  Indeed, the Thursday Prayer 

Meetings provided just about the only opportunity left to criticize the government 

following Emergency Decree 9. 

One additional important contribution Christians made to the democracy 

movement was their connection to international organizations and individuals.  Korean 

Christians were connected to foreign missionary groups including the “Monday Night 

Group” who helped protestors in important ways (Stentzel 2006).  Also, Christians, both 

Protestant and Catholic, had direct organizational connections to the sympathetic 

international community.  For example, the Korean National Council of Churches is the 

Korean chapter of the World Council of Churches and the Korean Student Christian 

Federation is the Korean chapter of the World Student Christian Federation.  Examples of 

international support include Bishop Chi Hak-sun who was, technically speaking, an 

employee of the Universal Catholic Church and the Vatican made pleas for his release 

when he was arrested for violating Emergency Decrees 1 and 4.   

In addition, the international NGO, Bread for the World, actively supported the 

Christian Seoul Metropolitan Community Organization donating to them a total of 

$80,000.  The Korean Student Christian Federation (KSCF) also received support from 

the famous U.S. community organizer, Saul Alinsky, who visited Korea in the Fall of 

1971 to help KSCF develop their Student Social Development Corps.  Other international 

support for protesting Christians include the United States’ Church Women United whose 

petition efforts, in part, lead to the early release of Yi U-chŏng after her arrest on March 

1, 1976 (personal interview with P. Chang 2000).  And still, the German Ecumenical 

Church supported the Christian Academy during their court trials and Amnesty 

International sent a letter to Park Chung Hee on September 1, 1976, insisting on the 

release of prisoners of conscience.  And finally, one of the most important “foreign” 

groups supporting South Korea’s democracy movement was The Korea Church Coalition 

for Peace, Justice, and Reunification (formally called the North American Coalition for 
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Human Rights in Korea) which compiled the extensive UCLA Archival Collection on 

Democracy and Unification in Korea.  Through these strong international connections, 

Korean Christians protesting the authoritarian state had relative sanctuary against state 

repression compared to other protesting groups. 

After 1980, the Chun government tightened its grip on social movements in 

general. Figure 2-4 demonstrates such tendency for Christians in the 1980s.  It is 

generally agreed that Christian social movements weakened in the 1980s (Sŏ 1991), 

compared to their active participation in helping workers and criticizing the Park 

government in the 1970s.  We can speculate why such an active group in the earlier 

period became relatively quiet in the 1980s by suggesting several hypotheses.  First, 

severe government repression might have quelled Christians’ mild tactics since only 

militant and high-risk social movements, which mostly belonged to students and workers, 

could survive in such a context.  Second, Christians themselves might have felt that their 

involvement in violent protests led by students and workers did not go along with their 

theological stand which supported peaceful methods.  Last, as several important Christian 

leaders participated or led more professional social movement organizations by 

collaborating with other types of activists, their activities were coded under the category 

of “general activists” in the KDP dataset.  

Although Christians’ activism did not particularly stand out in the 1980s 

compared to the 1970s, their participation in the democracy movement was still 

significant.  For example, Mun Ik-hwan was the chair of the People’s Movement 

Coalition for Democracy and Reunification (minju t’ongil minjung undong yŏnhap or 

Mint’ongnyŏn), which was one of the leading democracy movement organizations from 

the mid to late 1980s. Cardinal Kim Su-Hwan continuously supported the pro-democracy 

struggle and announced a declaration demanding constitutional revision and 

democratization in 1986.  And the organizational symbol of Korean Catholicism, 

Myŏngdong Cathedral, remained a sanctuary for those fleeing government repression in 

the 1980s.  When Chun publicly opposed constitutional revision in 1987, Christian 

leaders and priests launched hunger strikes.  Also, Christian organizations joined the 

National Movement Headquarters for Democratic Constitution (kungmin undong ponbu) 

for pro-democracy struggle, and the National Council of Protestant Pastors for Justice 
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and Peace (chŏn’guk mokhoeja chŏngŭi p’yŏnghwa silch’ŏn hyŏbŭihoe: mokhyŏp) 

announced a declaration criticizing the Chun government’s policies and defending 

radicalism expressed in antigovernment demonstrations (Kim 2000: 88).  Christians did 

not take the leading role in the democracy movement in the 1980s but they were still 

connected to the movement in important ways.  

 

Journalists 

Journalists were another important social group participating in protest events for 

the recovery of democracy in South Korea.  There are several characteristics associated 

with the vocation of journalism that lend themselves to efficacy in political participation.  

First, it was the job of journalists and media personnel to be aware and communicate 

newsworthy material in South Korea.  As such, journalists were by definition sensitive to 

the political developments in Korea in the 1970s and 1980s and the subsequent anti-

government protest by various social groups.  As part of their job, journalists gathered 

information on political protest and attempted to communicate them to the entire society.   

The second attribute of journalists that contributed to their special advantage 

relative to other groups was their ready access to mass forms of communication.  

Through newspapers, magazines, television and radio, media groups were able to spread 

word of political demonstrations to a wider audience than any other social group 

concerned with democracy in South Korea.  Third, journalists, like Christians, had access 

to foreign media organizations such as the International Press Institute.  The relationship 

to international media organizations was an important contribution to the democracy 

movement and a bane for the authoritarian regimes as they did now want stories of state 

repression to leak out to the international community.  In sum, occupational awareness of 

political development and protest, access to mass forms of communication, and strong 

relationships with international media organizations contributed to the efficacy of 

journalists’ participation in the democracy movement.  

 
 
 
 
Figure 2-5: Number of Protest Events by Journalists (1970-1992) 
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As can be seen from Figure 2-5, journalists were primarily active during the 

1970s.  As early as February 12, 1970, 12 editors of various newspaper companies came 

together to work in solidarity for the development of media freedom.  Limiting the 

freedom of the press was one repressive strategy the authoritarian states used to subdue 

the democracy movement; The Media Law (1963) gave the government the authority to 

monitor and censor any media publications as well as televised and radio news.  The 

issue of censoring became much more salient in the 1970s as journalists attempted to 

cover the mass student demonstrations in 1971.  As mentioned above, 1971 marked a 

watershed in student protest as the revised campus military training policy enraged 

students and motivated them to demonstrate against the government.  The journalists 

became involved as the government censored articles that covered these student protests.  

This sparked an important alliance between students and journalists.  When students 

realized that their protest was receiving scant attention in the media, they began the 

campaign for media freedom.  Thus a symbiotic relationship developed between students 

and journalists as the latter tried to tell the story of the former and in turn was repressed 

for their activities.  Then, students began the campaign to fight for media freedom in 

solidarity with repressed journalists.   

There were several catalytic events that drove the media freedom issue to the 

forefront of the democracy movement.  First, in April 1971 the state pressured senior 
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editors and supervisors to criticize and threaten reporters who covered student protests or 

publicized negative social reactions to the Presidential elections of 1971.  Because of this 

pressure, censoring became an even more serious issue and journalists who participated 

in demonstrations were marginalized in the field and in the offices, and a general 

atmosphere of negative reinforcement and favoritism ensued in the media industry.   

In addition, the state developed its structural repressive capacity vis-à-vis 

protesting journalists by revising the 1963 Media Law in 1973.  The revised Media Law 

provided President Park Chung Hee ultimate power over media issues.  Based on the new 

Media Law, the president could intensify censoring before or after the publication of 

undesirable materials and have total control over written and televised channels.  In 

addition, the government forced the mergers of several newspapers to consolidate 

organizational control over media companies.  Not unexpectedly, this new law sparked 

more protest from journalists from various newspaper companies including Donga Ilbo 

(November 20, 1973), Han’guk Ilbo (November 22, 1973), Chosun Ilbo (November 27, 

1973), Joongang Ilbo (November 30, 1973), Dongyang Pangsong (November 30, 1973), 

Kidokkyo Pangsongguk (November 12, 1973), Munhwa Pangsongguk (November 28, 

1973), Han’guk Sinmun P’yŏnjip Wiwŏnhoe (December 5, 1973), and others.     

The most important response to the revised Media Law and the continuing 

censoring of what the government considered to be subversive publications was Donga 

Ilbo’s Declaration of Action for the Freedom of Media (chayu ŏllon silch’ŏn sŏnŏn) on 

October 24, 1974.  While there was precedence for this Declaration for Freedom of 

Media (e.g. several newspapers declared Media Freedom from March to May of 1971), 

this statement was catalytic and started a series of media related protest and repression 

events resulting in the large number of journalist-instigated protest events in 1975.  In the 

Declaration for Freedom of Media, Donga Ilbo journalists vowed to 1) continue the 

movement for media freedom, 2) endure even in the face of state persecution, and 3) 

continue reporting on the repression of students and other groups.   

The Declaration was a seminal statement for media freedom and a host of other 

newspapers and media groups made similar declarations of media freedom.  Over 31 

newspapers and media groups in total stood up for media freedom following the Donga 

Ilbo Declaration for the Freedom of Media (even some government sponsored media 
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organizations followed suit).8  This positive response to Donga Ilbo’s battle cry and the 

subsequent rapid mobilization of numerous media organizations surprised the 

authoritarian state who intensified their efforts to repress journalists’ involvement in the 

media freedom and democracy movement. 

As evident in Figure 2-5, the zenith of journalists’ participation in South Korea’s 

democracy movement occurred in 1975.  After Donga Ilbo’s Declaration for Freedom of 

Media, which really opened the doors for other groups to enter the media freedom 

movement, the state attempted to punish Donga Ilbo by cutting off their funding sources.  

On December 24, 1974, Christmas Eve, the state declared that no business or corporation 

or any other group will advertise in the Donga Ilbo newspaper, effectively cutting off one 

of their main funding sources.  In addition, following the advertisement repression of 

Donga Ilbo, the state also pressured newspapers to fire journalists who were active in the 

media freedom or democracy movement and by April 11, 1975, over 130 reporters were 

fired or given unlimited suspensions from Donga Ilbo and other newspaper companies.  

In these ways, the state attempted to silence what they viewed as the mouthpiece of the 

democracy movement as journalists publicized anti-government protests.  

However, state repression backfired and the Donga Ilbo advertisement repression 

and subsequent firing of journalists sparked a reaction from various social groups.  While 

many businesses and corporations retracted their ads from Donga Ilbo in compliance with 

the government mandate, many other groups including other media groups, students, 

Christians, intellectuals, individuals, and even one military soldier paid for ads which for 

the most part were statements of support for, and solidarity with, Donga Ilbo journalists.  

These groups also organized fundraising events to support Donga Ilbo.  This response to 

the advertisement repression gained so much momentum that people had to stand in a 

long line outside of the Donga Ilbo building in downtown Seoul just to pay for an ad in 

support of the newspaper company (Stentzel 2006). 

In addition to the important declarations that brought the issue of censoring and 

media freedom to the forefront of the democracy movement, journalists contributed to the 

                                                
8 These included: MBC, KBS, Joongang Masscom, Sanŏp Tongsin, Gukche Sinbo, Pusan Ilbo, Kyŏnggi 
Sinmun, Kangwŏn Ilbo, Ch’ungch’ŏng Ilbo, Chungnam Ilbo, Chŏnbuk Ilbo, Chŏnnam Maeil, Chŏnnam 
Ilbo, Taegu Maeil Sinmun, Yŏngnam Ilbo, Kyŏngnam Ilbo, Chŏnju MBC, Taegu MBC, Ch’unch’ŏn MBC, 
Naeoe Kyŏngje, Kyŏngnam Maeil, and others 
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Korean democracy by establishing important organizations in the 1970s.  Thirty-three 

reporters from Donga Pangsongguk formed a labor union on March 6, 1974, the first 

media labor union in South Korea.  This was followed by the second media labor union 

formed by Han’guk Ilbo reporters on Dec. 10, 1974.  These media labor unions were the 

start of the mobilization of journalists into occupationally identified long-standing 

organizations.  Along with media labor unions, journalists founded several social 

movement organizations that became important players in the democracy movement.  On 

March 18, 1975, Donga Chayu Ŏllon Suho T’ujaeng Wiwŏnhoe (Donga T’uwi) was 

founded which, along with Kija Hyŏphoe, is one of the most important journalists 

organizations participating in the democracy movement.    Both Donga T’uwi and Kija 

Hyŏphoe organized numerous protest events in the 1970s.  Other similar SMOs were 

founded based on the Donga T’uwi model including Chosun Chayu Ŏllon Suho T’ujaeng 

Wiwŏnhoe.   

As journalist became more entrenched in the democracy movement of the 1970s, 

they created important alliances with other journalists and other protesting groups which 

contributed to the solidarity of the democracy movement.  As mentioned above, their 

relationship with students was mutually reinforcing as journalists tried to report on 

student demonstrations and subsequent repression.  When journalists were silenced, 

students began to demonstrate for media freedom along with other issues such as 

democracy and educational freedom.  Thus these two groups fed off each other.  

Likewise, journalists also stood in solidarity with other groups such as laborers and were 

able to publicize some of the most important labor related repression events in the 1970s 

including the Dongil Textile Co. and the YH Company incidents described above. 

  One of the most important relationships in the democracy movement was between 

journalists and international media organizations.  Organizations such as the International 

Press Institute (IPI) criticized the Donga Ilbo advertisement repression and IPI leader 

Ernest Meyer vowed to support Donga Ilbo on January 14, 1975.  The IPI went even 

further on February 6, 1975 saying that the repression of Donga Ilbo was tantamount to 

repressing all media personnel throughout the world, thus creating a fundamental 

solidarity between foreign and Korean journalists.  This relationship was key because 

Park Chung Hee was sensitive to perceptions of Korea by international actors.  Also, 
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journalists from Donga Ilbo and Chosun Ilbo used their status as observers of political 

and social development to stage a rally on June 29, 1979, at the Amnesty International 

building in Seoul exhorting U.S. President Carter to address the human rights issue 

during his visit to Korea.  In these ways, journalists were able to uniquely contribute to 

the democracy movement. 

In 1980, the Chun government employed several repressive measures to control 

the media.  The attempt started by arresting eight progressive journalists and editors in 

June.  The Press Association was submissive to governmental pressure and released “Our 

Determination on Voluntary Purification (chayul chŏnghwa kyŏlŭi)” in July.  They 

cooperated with the government in “purifying” the media.  Thus, 933 journalists were 

fired and 171 periodical publications were discontinued.  In September 1980, the Basic 

Media Act (ŏllon kibonpŏp) was passed, which was designed to endow the government 

full control over media issues.  Moreover, in November, a massive media integration 

(ŏllon t’ongp’yehap) was forced by Chun Doo Hwan’s military regime. The government 

began merging and abolishing several media companies.  Two broadcasting companies, 

Donga Pangsong and Tongyang Pangsong, were closed and three newspaper companies, 

Chŏnnam Ilbo, Chŏnnam Maeil, and Kwangju Ilbo, were discontinued.  The severity of 

repression of media seriously weakened journalists’ activism in the 1980s. 

In the 1980s, journalists’ claims were consistent with those in the 1970s.  They 

mostly argued for the freedom of press.  As the Chun government directly ordered the 

newspaper companies and other media companies to follow its guidelines (podo 

chich’im) which restricted political contents, journalists fought for their freedom.  

Especially, the government’s order not to report the massacre in Kwangju in 1980 

enraged journalists.  Several journalists refused to rewrite their articles on the Kwangju 

incident under government censorship and were arrested.  

However, in the situation where the government’s control over the media was 

extremely tight, it was too risky for the journalists to engage in collective action.  As 

Figure 2-5 shows there were very few protests by journalists in the 1980s; the period was 

a very tough one for them.  Nevertheless, even though their presence was not as visible as 

in the 1970s, journalists kept working in the background, if not the forefront.  After the 

June democracy movement in 1987, the progressive journalists’ dream of building 
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independent media came true with the founding of the newspaper Hankyoreh through 

successful fundraising in May 1988.  Also, the Basic Media Act was annulled in 1987.  

The June democracy movement and the following democratization served as an 

important opportunity for them to achieve freedom of the press.  

 

General Activists and Citizens 

The increasing participation of general activists and citizens in protest events is 

meaningful in explaining the key changes in social movements in the late 1980s and on.  

Their growth was the most distinctive feature in the late 1980s when compared to the 

earlier period, which clearly demonstrates the evolution of social movements in Korea. 

 

Figure 2-6: Number of Protest Events by General Activists (1970-1992) 

 

 
 

In Figure 2-6, we can find that the number of protest events by general activists 

rapidly increased from the mid 1980s.9  Such an increase means that more and more 

coalitional activities occurred in that period.  This demonstrates not only the rise of 

coalition organizations but also increasing solidarity and strength of the social movement 

                                                
9 First, in the case of general activists, the category of general activist was generally coded as such in the 
KDP dataset when a coalitional social movement organization participated in a movement. 
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sector.  For example, the National Congress for Democracy and Reunification (kungmin 

hoeŭi) was founded in 1984 as a coalition organization by several movement groups, 

emphasizing mass mobilization and class-based struggle (Kim 2000: 84).  Also, the 

National Movement Headquarters for Democratic Constitution (kungmin undong ponbu) 

was created in 1987, covering a vast number of social movement groups all over the 

country.  The NMHDC was especially meaningful as it brought various sectors of Korean 

social movements under the unified leadership of an umbrella organization.  In sum, 

strong and large social movement organizations based on coalition and collaboration 

were one of the unique features of the social movements in the 1980s. 

 
Figure 2-7: Number of Protest Events by Citizens (1970-1992) 
 

 
 

Second, as shown in Figure 2-7, the participation of citizens became widespread 

in the late 1980s.  The first peak was in the June democracy movement in 1987.  

Citizens’ participation was especially important for the struggle because it meant that the 

large-scale demonstrations could be supported and justified by ordinary people, which in 

turn seriously delegitimized the regime.  The main supporters of protests had traditionally 

been workers and students, but ordinary citizens including the middle class began to join 

the democracy movement.  We can see an expansion of the democracy movement into 

every corner of Korean society, which was not confined to a small number of activist 
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groups any more.  Mass participation was the key in bringing about constitutional reform 

after the June democracy movement. 

The second peak of citizens’ protest participation was in the spring of 1991.  On 

April 26th, Kang Kyŏng-tae, a Myŏngji University student, was beaten to death by the 

special police (paekkoltan) during a student demonstration.  Students, workers, and 

citizens actively participated in mass rallies and demonstrations after the incident, 

criticizing the government’s brutal repression and its antidemocratic nature.  In May and 

June, more than 2,000 protests occurred, and 11 students and workers burned themselves 

to death.  Thus, the Roh Tae Woo government had to take some reformative measures in 

order to calm down anti-government protests. 

Citizens did not lead anti-government protests in 1987 and 1990, but their support 

for other social movement groups was critical as their active participation helped 

protesters to achieve moral high ground and to solicit a response from the government.  

Also, the citizens’ increasing interest in social movements even contributed to the growth 

of different types of social movements in the early 1990s.  The growth of citizen’s 

participation in social movements meant a critical change in Korean society.  Up until the 

mid 1980s, the minjung ideology was the dominant framework in Korean social 

movements, focusing on the rights of the oppressed such as industrial workers in poor 

working conditions (Wells 1995; Lee 2007).  However, experiencing democratization in 

the late 1980s, social movements diversified into different kinds of social movements, 

which was characterized by the growth of citizens’ movement groups (simin undong 

tanch’e) (Kim 2000: 106).  Even though the KDP dataset does not clearly show the 

diversification of social movements as it focuses on democracy movements, the frequent 

appearance of the category “citizen” was a notable change which accompanied 

democratization in the late 1980s. 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 3: ISSUES RAISED IN PROTEST EVENTS 
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While the fight for democracy and human rights centered around real material 

changes to be made, part of the struggle was to define and narrate the vision of what 

Korea should be.  Park Chung Hee had a particular vision for economic development and 

marginalized groups such as labor had their own vision.  As Italian neo-Marxist Antonio 

Gramsci pondered in his prison notebooks, power is secured by monopolizing the culture 

or worldview of the people in a polity.  Cultural hegemony is as fundamental to 

maintaining power as material might.  And so it follows that social movements 

challenging authoritarian states stage a discursive battle against the state’s rhetoric of 

self-legitimization.  Raising an alternative discourse over and against the state’s own 

rhetoric is an important aspect of social movements (Snow et. al. 1986).  When dissidents 

articulate a different vision of what is possible in society, they contribute to the cognitive 

liberation of citizens (McAdam 1982).  Thus, one of the main activities of protestors in 

Korea’s democracy movement was to raise issues that were suppressed by the state. 

The two dominant rhetorical ideals articulated by those participating in Korea’s 

democracy movement were democracy and human rights.  But still, there were many 

more other issues that came to the fore at different points in the democracy movement.  

Over time, the family of issues raised in protest events became increasingly diversified as 

different social groups brought to bear their own specific concerns about the 

transformations that were taking place in Korean society in the 1970s and 1980s.  In this 

chapter we provide an overview of the different issues that were raised in Korea’s 

democracy movement as well as delving deeper into those issues that were central in the 

1970s and 1980s. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DIVERSITY OF SPECIFIC ISSUES RAISED IN PROTEST EVENTS 
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Table 3-1: General Issues Raised in Protest Events (1970-1992) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

I

n Table 3-1 above, we present the issues that were raised in protest events organized into 

general categories.  As the Table shows, repression was the issue that was raised the most 

throughout the democracy movement and was brought up in nearly 30% of all protest 

events.  In various protest events, dissident groups criticized the many different ways the 

state repressed the democracy movement (see Chapter 6).  Repression became a main 

issue for dissidents throughout the trajectory of the democracy movement.  Repression, 

then, fueled protest and this experience points to the fundamental dialectical structure of 

social movements (Chang and Kim 2007).   

In addition to state repression, other general substantive issues that were raised 

during protest events included politics, the economic situation, the withdrawal of 

government from university education and media censoring.  Outside of repression, the 

two largest issues in the democracy movement were, predictably, political and economic.  

Anti-dictatorship, recovery of democracy, direct presidential elections, and others were 

the hallmark of the political critique raised by dissidents.  In addition, the prominence of 

economic issues is a reaction to the sweeping economic changes that took place in Korea 

in the 1970s and 1980s. The modernization of the Korean nation was identified with 

rapid industrialization as Korea was transformed from an agricultural based economy to 

one fueled by export manufacturing (Shin 1998).  In addition, the fact that economic 

issues were salient in the democracy movement also reflects the role of government in 

Korea’s economic transformation.  Whether we call it a command economy, state-driven 

economic reform, or developmental dictatorship, the symbiotic relationship between 

government and business was not lost on those fighting for democracy.  Often times, the 

struggle for economic rights for laborers was equated with the recovery of democracy.  

General Issues Frequency Percent 
Repression 1175 27.88 
Political 782 18.55 
Economic 778 18.46 
Education 410 9.73 
Media 256 6.07 
Other 814 19.31 
Total 4215 100.00 
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Finally, the two other prominent general issues raised by protestors were 

educational freedom and media censoring.  Due to the large population of students 

participating in the democracy movement, and more importantly, the repression of 

university students, the issue of educational freedom came to the forefront of the 

democracy movement.  The state used different strategies to repress student protestors 

including increasing the number of mandatory military training, drafting students into the 

military, closing down schools and suspending classes.  In this way, the freedom of 

education meant freedom from government repression of student dissident activities.  

Similarly, the media was an issue specific to journalists although many other groups were 

involved in this movement (see Chapter 2).  Media personnel were repressed for 

spreading news of the democracy movement which the government believed would 

encourage further protest.  However, restricting the efforts to report on protest events lead 

to the saliency of media censoring as one of the main issues in the democracy movement. 

 

Specific Issues in the Democracy Movement            

While the issues related to the democracy movement can be generalized into the 

larger categories in Table 3-1, the actual articulation of grievances in protest events were 

much more specific.  There were many different issues that were raised in protest events 

which attests to both the large number of grievances of citizens and the richness of their 

discursive challenge against the state.  In Table 3-2 below, we present the list of specific 

issues that dissidents raised throughout the trajectory of the democracy movement.  

 
Table 3-2: Specific Issues Raised in Protest Events (1970-1992) 
Specific Issues Frequency Percent 
Anti-repression 1105 24.27 
Labor conditions, rights, etc. 748 16.43 
Educational freedom 291 6.39 
Constitution 254 5.58 
Anti-censoring, freedom of press, or critique of media 243 5.34 
Return to democracy 238 5.23 
Critique of Chun gov. 140 3.07 
Anti-military training in school 119 2.61 
Critique of PCH regime 118 2.59 
Solidarity with other activists 100 2.2 
Reunification or NK issues 94 2.06 
Anti-repressive laws 84 1.84 
Critique of Roh gov. 76 1.67 
Critique of individuals 73 1.6 
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Election corruption 69 1.52 
Anti Japanese policy 57 1.25 
US-Korea relations 56 1.23 
Anti-corruption 53 1.16 
Reinstatement of students 52 1.14 
Current situation 50 1.1 
Human Rights 47 1.03 
Memorial event 43 0.94 
Anti-torture 35 0.77 
Farmers or rural issues 33 0.72 
Civil rights and Basic Rights 32 0.7 
Freedom of religion 31 0.68 
Foreign relations and issues 31 0.68 
Internal to the movement 31 0.68 
Slum dwellings 30 0.66 
Anti-government survey 28 0.61 
Anti-KCIA 19 0.42 
Economic dependence on foreign nations 18 0.4 
Anti-gov sponsored election 17 0.37 
Prisoners of Conscience 15 0.33 
Justice and peace 12 0.26 
Information collecting 11 0.24 
Refusing to conform to gov. mandate 11 0.24 
Save the nation, salvation 9 0.2 
Privileged economic advantages to few 9 0.2 
Rights of prisoners 9 0.2 
Anti-poverty 8 0.18 
Women 8 0.18 
Anti-President Carter/Bush visit 6 0.13 
Sexual tourism 5 0.11 
Anti-tax law 4 0.09 
“Minjung Liberation” 4 0.09 
Separation of military from politics 4 0.09 
Globalization 4 0.09 
Other 4 0.09 
Firing of teachers 3 0.07 
Housing Issues 3 0.07 
Anti-government discourse 3 0.07 
Control of merchant activity 2 0.04 
General economic failure 2 0.04 
Regionalism 1 0.02 
Anti-Vietnam War 1 0.02 
Total 4553 100.00 

 
As expected Table 3-2 reports that specific acts of repression were the most 

frequently cited issue in protest events.  As mentioned above, dissidents often criticized 

the repression of prior events and used repression to rally people to join the democracy 

movement.  In addition to the obvious specific issues dissidents raised in protest events, 
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such as labor rights, return to democracy, freedom of press, etc. there were many more 

issues that were brought to the fore in protest events.  The sheer number of different 

issues reflects the rich imagination of those participating in the democracy movement.  

For example, issues such as freedom of religion, foreign relations, sexual tourism, 

domestic regionalism, and others, point to the wide diversity of topics the democracy 

movement tackled.   

The recovery of democracy, generally speaking then, meant the total 

transformation of the Korean polity, and not just the institutionalization of a democratic 

constitution.  Figure 3-1 below graphically shows the increasing diversification of 

specific issues raised in the democracy movement over time.  As can be seen from the 

Figure, the diversity of issues fluctuated from year to year.  While it is important to 

consider these time variant fluctuations, we can see that overall there was a general 

pattern of increasing diversification of issues from 1970-1992 as evident in the fitted line 

of the graph.10   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-1: Diversification of Issues Raised in Protest by Year, 1970-1992 
 

                                                
10 The difference between 1981 and 1982 is noticeable. When we look at the data more closely, we can 
observe that the range of issues was very different in these two years. In 1981, among a total of 19 protest 
events, four events had eight issues, one event had three, six events had three, and eight events had one 
issue. By contrast, in 1982, among a total of 19 protest events, 18 events had only one issue and one event 
had two. The diversity of issues in 1981 was due to the student demonstrations which brought up various 
issues such as labor rights, freedom of speech, freedom of campus, democracy, protection of farmers, 
release of the prisoners of conscience, fair international relations, and criticism of government officials. 
This demonstrates that students tended to value solidarity and were concerned with a wide variety of social 
issues. However, in 1982, many social groups other than students focused on a single issue at a time, which 
resulted in a small diversity index. 
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THE IMPACT OF POLITICAL CONTEXT 

Again, the 1970s and the 1980s constitute distinct political contexts.  

Consequently, the democracy movement adapted to different political opportunity 

structures and the issues that were raised changed accordingly.   We can see from Table 

3-3 that in the 1970s anti-repression represented the largest issue-category and in the 

1980s repression remained one of the most important issues.  Labor was important in the 

1970s but not as large of an issue as it was in the 1980s when the labor movement, 

especially in the post-transition period, really took off.  In the 1980s labor issues became 

the top issue. Labor issues accounted for about 14% of all protest events until 1987, and 

increased to 28.57% in the later period.  This trend is important for understanding the 

evolution of the democracy movement and the growing strength of labor groups leading 

up to the “Great Worker Struggle” discussed in Chapter 2.  Freedom of press was an 

issue that was salient primarily in the 1970s compared to the 1980s as evident in the 

differential participation of journalists in the democracy movement that was also 

explained in Chapter 2.  On the other hand, educational freedom was a top five issue in 

both the 1970s and 1980s, though its proportion increased from 5.3% in the 1970s to 

10.37% before democratic transition in 1987, and then decreased to 4.96% afterwards.  
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The salience of education freedom reflects the fact that students were the most active 

protesters in the democracy movement. 

It is noteworthy that although Park Chung Hee was of course implicated when 

criticizing the Yushin constitution, dissidents in the 1970s were more likely to identify 

the Yushin system rather than the President directly.  In contrast, President Chun Doo 

Hwan was specifically pointed out by dissidents in the 1980s.  Chun was a very 

unpopular leader from the very beginning and protesters often ridiculed him in the course 

of their fight for democracy.  Roh Tae Woo was criticized in a similar fashion as he was 

the designated successor of Chun. The fact that the issue of anti-repression was the 

second most popular one after democratic transition means that the Rho regime did not 

hesitate to repress protests.  Although Korean society started to democratize in the late 

1980s, the growing radicalism in the democracy movement sector inevitably induced 

severe repression.  In particular, note that reunification became one of the major issues in 

democracy movement after 1987.  The radicalization of the democracy movement is 

reflected in the increasing salience of the reunification issue.  Reunification became a hot 

issue and those advocating it were targets of repression in the late 1980s, which will be 

explained in greater detail below. 

 
Table 3-3: Main Issues Raised in Protest Events by Political Context 
 
1970s Percent 1980-1987 Percent 1988-1992 Percent 
Anti-Repression 29.10 Labor Issues 14.94 Labor Issues 28.57 
Labor Issues 13.96 Critique of Chun 11.79 Anti-repression 21.20 
Freedom of Press 6.49 Anti-repression 10.87 Critique of Roh 11.43 
Anti-Yushin 6.25 Educational Freedom 10.37 Reunification 8.57 
Educational Freedom 5.30 Return to democracy 8.03 Educational Freedom 4.96 
Other 38.90 Other 44.00 Other 25.27 
Total 100.00 Total 100.00 Total 100.00 
 
 

CASE STUDIES OF IMPORTANT ISSUES 

Foreign Policy Issues 

Although the democracy movement was necessarily focused on the domestic 

political and economic situation, dissident groups were well aware that South Korea was 

embedded in the international political world order and that the international political 
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situation influenced the domestic situation as well.  This was evident as different activist 

groups took advantage of visits of heads of states to Korea as an opportunity to raise the 

issue of Korean democracy to an international audience.  For example, the Japanese 

Prime Minister’s visit to Korea in July of 1971 sparked a series of protests by those who 

felt that the past atrocities the Japanese committed against the Korean people were being 

overlooked for the sake of Japanese economic support of Korea’s industrialization 

process.  Those who protested the visit of Prime Minister Sato reiterated many of the 

same concerns that were raised in protest events in 1965 when students and other groups 

criticized Park Chung Hee’s government for “selling out” to the Japanese during the 

negotiations to reestablish diplomatic relationship between the two countries.   

Not all events surrounding visits by foreign heads of states or diplomats were 

critical or negative events.  When U.S. President Ford visited Korea in November of 

1974, dissident groups hoped that the president of the “free world” would exhort Park 

Chung Hee’s government to stop repressing the democracy movement.  While this same 

hope was pinned on the visit by U.S. President Carter in 1979, dissident groups realized 

that the government could be using the U.S. President’s visit as a strategy to legitimate 

the dictatorial regime.  President Carter and President Park did agree that military 

security needed to be strengthened to counter the growing perception of threat from the 

Soviet Union and North Korea.  However, President Carter also met with dissident 

leaders including Cardinal Kim Su-hwan and did address the issue of political prisoners. 

Foreign support of Korean military dictators became even more acute when 

President Chun Doo Hwan was invited to visit the White House in America.  President 

Chun’s visit was the first formal visit of a Korean head of state to America and the first 

invited state visit by the then newly elected U.S. President Ronald Reagan.  This helped 

establish legitimacy for the Chun regime.  The visit occurred only half a year after Chun 

ordered the belligerent repression of democracy protestors in the city of Kwangju which 

resulted in several hundreds dead.  Predictably, dissident groups criticized both Chun and 

the United States for securing what they considered to be an unjust and illegitimate 

regime.  The protests surrounding Chun’s visit to the U.S. as well as those that addressed 

the other visits by heads of states, reflects the awareness and sensitivity that democracy 

movement protestors had regarding the importance of the international political context; 
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issues related to foreign relations and policy were important ones that were raised in 

protest events.   

 

Three MIN Ideology 

As the Chun government started to ease restrictions on overall radical activism in 

1984, which is the so-called “decompression phase” (yuhwa kungmyŏn), student activism 

was also revived, and various efforts to build organizations ensued.  The National 

Federation of Student Associations (chŏn’guk haksaeng ch’ongyŏnhaphoe: 

chŏnhangnyŏn) was founded in April 1985, and its sub-organization, especially designed 

to promote its political actions, Sammint’u, was the first productive result of those efforts.  

NFSA, which led the overall ideological struggle at that time, relied on the Three Min 

Ideology (sammin chuŭi) as its major movement philosophy.  The Three Min Ideology 

literally signifies national reunification (minjok t’ongil), liberation of people (minjung 

haebang), and a democratic constitution (minju hŏnpŏp).  NFSA activists argued that the 

main cause generating social conflicts was the Fascist regime’s anti-national, anti-people, 

and anti-democratic attitudes.  Therefore, they believed that realizing the Three Min 

Ideology was the key to democratizing South Korean society.  There arose internal 

discussions assessing its practicality of achieving democracy and the ideology was 

criticized as “neither scientific nor persuasive” (Ilsongjŏng 1990: 109).  Consequently, 

NFSA and Sammint’u experienced factional split into Chamint’u and Minmint’u, which 

will be explained in detail in the following section.  

 

Social Formation Debate 

The 1980 Kwangju massacre shocked democratization movement activists, and as 

a result, overall social activism fell into morbid depression.  However, attempts to 

analyze the reasons for the 1980 defeat of movements started in the academic arena as 

well as among student activists.  Activists and Marxist scholars believed that the earlier 

democratization movements failed because they lacked scientific analyses of the nature 

and the structure of South Korea’s social formation.  In this sense, activists believed that 

defining the characteristics of South Korean society and thereby exactly identifying the 

enemy they had to fight against was a necessary and inevitable step toward realizing 
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democracy.  Against this backdrop, the “social formation debate” arose (Park and Cho, 

1989).  Social formation is a term that entails a broad range of debates on how to define 

South Korean society and build strategies of revolution.  The debate took place among 

various activist groups such as leftist intellectuals, student activists, and dissident groups 

called chaeya, which literally means “the forces out in the field.”  

The first round of the debate, called CNP debate, started within a dissident group, 

the Youth Association for Democratization Movement (minchŏgnyŏn) in 1984. 

(Ilsongjŏng 1990: 58).  CNP stands for the initials of the three major ideological 

branches: the Civil Democratic Revolution (CDR), the National Democratic Revolution 

(NDR), and the People’s Democratic Revolution (PDR) (Shin 1995: 514).  The CDR 

emphasized anti-dictatorship, while the NDR and the PDR emphasized anti-imperialism.  

The difference between the NDR and the PDR is that the former argued for the alliance 

between various activist groups such as students, laborers, and the urban poor, whereas 

the latter dismissed its necessity.  Among these three streams, the NDR’s argument drew 

the widest support from peer activists, whereas the CDR and the PDR were denounced 

for their right wing opportunism and leftist radicalism, respectively (Choi, 1991). 

In the meantime, leftist scholars also triggered a similar debate concerning 

whether South Korean society is “peripheral capitalist” or “state-monopoly capitalist.”  

The debate began in 1985 with the exchange of articles by Yi T’ae-kŭn and Pak Hyŏn-

ch’ae in the South Korean journal Ch’angjakkwa pip’yŏng (Creation and Critique).  Lee, 

based on the dependency theory, argued that South Korean society is a periphery in the 

capitalist world-system society whereas Park refuted this view claiming that South 

Korean society is characterized by the alliance between the state and monopoly capitalists, 

which he believed obstructs the occurrence of socialist revolution.  The former, on the 

one hand, stressed the urgent need to fight against imperialist powers such as Japan and 

the U.S., and the latter, on the other hand, pointed to class struggles as the activists’ 

ultimate goal.  These two arguments paved the way for confrontational debates between 

the National Liberation Revolution group (NL) and the People’s Democracy Revolution 

group (PD) in the late 1980s (Shin 1995).  

The second round of the debate emerged mainly within student activist groups 

around 1986, which split them along the NLPDR-CA divide.  The NLPDR is the 
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acronym for the National Liberation People’s Democracy Revolution, and the CA 

signifies the Constituent Assembly.  Both NLPDR and CA groups regarded imperialism 

and Fascism as the most significant factors that hinder democratization.  However, 

NLPDR liners thought imperialism was a more serious impediment, whereas CA 

counterparts insisted on anti-Fascist class struggles.  The two most distinguished student 

SMOs throughout the 1980s, The Struggle for Self-reliance and Democracy (chamint’u) 

and the Struggle for Masses and Democracy (minmint’u), were founded in 1986 based on 

each ideological position (Choi 1991).  

Integrating all these various ideological debates, the third round of the debate was 

ignited around 1987 dividing overall activist groups into the NL versus the PD lines (Kim 

et. al. 1991).  The NL group and the PD group are the extensions of the NLPDR and the 

CA.  The NL group focused on anti-Americanism and reunification, while the PD group 

advocated an orthodox Marxist-Leninist revolution, emphasizing class struggle and labor 

issues.  Student activists, who were the major actors in democratization movements, were 

also dichotomized along this “Great Divide,” and an antagonistic relationship was 

established between these two ideological positions (Lee 2002: 152).  In this ideological 

struggle, NL followers eventually took the initiative and came to be the majority group; 

student activism in the late 1980s was re-organized centering on NL supporters, while PD 

supporters lost their voice in student activism.  The year 1987 marked a watershed. NL 

student activists played a major role in the June democratization movement in 1987, a 

massive protest requesting amendment of the Constitution so that one can directly vote 

for the president.  The National Council of University Student (chŏndaehyŏp) was 

established in the same year, and NL followers finally began to lead this organization, 

while other factions and their organizations disappeared.  A fresh surge in the movement 

for reunification right after 1987 attests to this ideological victory of the NL liners; once 

the goal, that is, democratization was achieved in 1987, they turned their eyes to the 

reunification issue that was one of their major ideological philosophies.  

 

Reunification 

As Korean society was ideologically dominated by anti-communism, it was 

extremely difficult for anybody to raise issues related to North Korea.  The red complex 
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rendered the issue of division and reunification a social taboo.  In addition, anti-

communism was frequently used by the government as an excuse for repressing 

antigovernment protests.  The National Security Law and the Anti-Communist Law 

functioned as handy tools to silence political dissent by treating antigovernment slogans 

as pro-communist ones.  Even playing a movie or writing a novel with some favorable 

description of North Korea could easily become a crime.  As late as the mid 1980s, social 

movement groups began to speak on reunification in spite of widespread anti-

communism.  For example, the People’s Movement Coalition for Democracy and 

Reunification (minju t’ongil minjung undong yŏnhap: mint’ongnyŏn) was organized in 

March 1985.  They agreed that that prodemocracy movement and reunification 

movement were essentially one.  From the mid 1980s, reunification was considered as 

important as democratization, but the main focus was on democratization.  Social 

movement groups generally believed that bringing about democratization would facilitate 

the discussion of reunification and other issues. 

After the June democracy movement in 1987, the breakdown of the authoritarian 

regime created a relatively free political atmosphere and thus encouraged social 

movement groups to engage in movements with a variety of issues.  Students first 

displayed the courage to speak for reunification.  By participating in ideological debates 

regarding democracy for the Korean peninsula throughout the 1980s, they had realized 

that genuine democracy was impossible without overcoming national division and 

reunifying North and South Korea.  As the territorial and ideological division had 

provided an easy justification for authoritarian rule, it was imperative to bring peace to 

the peninsula in order to further democratize Korean society.   

In the spring of 1988, Kim Chung-ki, a candidate for the chair of the student 

association at Seoul National University, suggested a peaceful march across the Korean 

peninsula for an athletic meeting between South and North during his speech addressed 

to the students at Kim Il-Sung University.  The student council at Kim Il-Sung University 

answered his letter favorably by inviting Korean students to a meeting scheduled on June 

10th in North Korea.  This ignited a series of rallies and demonstrations from March to 

early June.  Tens of thousands of students gathered at Yonsei University on the eve of the 

meeting day to march toward North Korea together, but the police surrounded the school 
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entirely to stop them.  Even though the meeting was aborted due to police repression, the 

reunification movement became very active afterwards. 

On March 25, 1989, Pastor Mun Ik-hwan and two others visited North Korea 

without permission from the government.  They had meetings with Kim Il-Sung to 

discuss the issue of reunification and released a statement together.  They were arrested 

for violating the National Security Law upon their return.  Also, their visit to North Korea 

prompted the organization of the Investigation Headquarters for Public Safety (kongan 

susa ponbu) by the Roh government.  Utilizing the rhetoric of anti-communism, the 

Headquarters arrested and investigated political dissidents including politicians, 

intellectuals, and writers. 

In December 1991, the National Alliance for Democracy & Reunification of 

Korea (minjujuŭi minjok t’ongil chŏn’guk yŏnhap: chŏnguk yŏnhap) was created by the 

collaboration of 27 prodemocracy organizations.  The NADR was basically a merger 

between the NCDR (the National Congress for Democracy and Reunification: minju 

t’ongil kungmin hoeŭi: kungmin hoeŭi) and the CMPD (the Council of Movement for 

People and Democracy: minjung minju undong hyŏbŭihoe: minminhyŏp).  The NADR’s 

goals were the protection of people’s rights, democratic reforms, national autonomy, and 

reunification.  However, they gradually weakened as the radical pro-democracy 

movement defused generally throughout the 1990s. 

 

Democratic Union Movement 

In the early 1980s, workers’ demands consisted of delayed payments, wage 

increases, plant closings, and layoffs, which reflected their economic situation.  Their 

protests were generally emotional, violent, unorganized, and short-lived (Koo 2001: 101).  

Lack of unionization and politicization largely prevented workers from developing a 

vision about industry-level or regional-level labor organizations.  Continued repression 

by the government and employers was also a big obstacle.  However, the worker-student 

alliance helped industrial workers to realize the need to organize more effectively in 

order to make their voice heard.  Fired workers also helped organizing as they turned into 

labor activists. 
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In the mid 1980s, therefore, the central issue of the labor movement became 

democratic unionization.  The focus of struggles was no longer just economic needs but 

organizing democratic and independent labor unions that can articulate workers’ demands 

and a long-term basis for protecting their rights.  The democratic union movement 

prevailed in the industrial arena in the mid to late 1980s.  At the same time, workers 

promoted solidarity among factories and other workplaces, which resulted in founding 

regional and national solidarity organizations in the late 1980s and early 1990s. 

Although repression was as harsh as ever, unionization remained the focal point to 

mobilize.  Furthermore, repression ironically motivated workers to articulate their claims 

against the authoritarian regime.  Their issues did not just revolve around basic economic 

grievances, but went further to include political ones.  The issues ranged from demanding 

higher income to criticizing the Chun government’s autocratic practices and demanding 

democratization of Korean society. 

 

Anti-Americanism 

Until the early 1980s, the U.S. was viewed very positively by most Koreans.  The 

popular image of the U.S. was that of a savior who saved South Korea from Japanese 

colonial occupation and communist aggression.  However, the image was shattered in the 

early 1980s.  Alleged U.S. involvement in the Kwangju massacre in 1980 caused serious 

suspicion about the true intention of the U.S. toward South Korea.  Chun’s state visit to 

the U.S. in 1981 worsened such negative sentiments.  Furthermore, increasing U.S. 

demand for the opening of the Korean domestic market generated a great degree of public 

resentment toward the U.S. The U.S. now seemed to care only for its own political and 

economic interests.  The sense of betrayal was tremendous to the extent that Koreans had 

long viewed the U.S. as a good friend (Shin 1996: 794). 

Whereas popular anti-Americanism was based on a growing self-confidence of 

Koreans, the basis of which was hardly ideological, intellectuals viewed the U.S. from a 

highly ideological perspective (Shin 1995: 509). Dissident intellectuals and pro-

democracy activists began to criticize the U.S.’ role in the Korean peninsula in the 1980s.  

They viewed the U.S.’ international policies as imperialist.  They thus believed national 

liberation from U.S. imperialism was indispensible for genuine democratization.  
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Marxism and nationalism were the two major ideological sources of anti-Americanism 

(Shin 1995: 510).  In general, activists shared the perspective that the U.S. was 

responsible for the persistence of the military dictatorship in Korea.  Therefore, national 

liberation from imperialist America was imperative for national autonomy.  Furthermore, 

intellectuals actively discussed various theories such as dependency theory, the national 

liberation thesis which developed into the Three MIN Ideology, and even North Korea’s 

chuch’e ideology.  The scholarly and ideological discourse largely reveals their effort to 

advance their understanding of Korean society. 

Anti-Americanism was expressed directly in protest activities as well as 

intellectual debates.  The fact that all four main U.S. Information Centers in Korea were 

attacked during democracy movements in the 1980s illustrates that anti-Americanism 

became one of the important sources of prodemocracy activism.  The issues raised by the 

protestors varied from demanding clear explanation about U.S. involvement in the 

Kwangju massacre to criticizing its imperialist aggression regarding the Korean economy, 

especially the rice market (Shin 1996: 794).  

The debates regarding social formation were intellectual attempts to analyze 

Korean society in its economic, political, social, and ideological aspects in order to lead 

the democracy movement (Shin 1995: 518).  Although their radical, ideological nature 

failed to penetrate into the public arena (Shin 1996: 802), they contributed to the growth 

of the democracy movement.  
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CHAPTER 4: TACTICS USED IN PROTEST EVENTS 

 
In addition to the multiple social groups that participated in dissident activities 

and the issues they raised, social movements are defined by the tactics that are used in 

protest events.  Very different images come to mind when journalists or researchers 

report that movement participants organized a violent rally versus a protest-prayer 

meeting.  The choice of tactics, in fundamental ways, defines the empirical experience for 

movement participants.  To an outside observer, the tactic used by protestors is quite 

possibly the most salient aspect of that protest event.  Social groups participating in 

protest have an assortment of tactics at their disposal which all together comprise the 

repertoire of protest (McAdam 1983; Ennis 1987; Tilly 1978).  The “tactical repertoire” 

refers to the variety of tactics dissidents use to make their claims heard and defines the 

character of social movements (Tilly 1978).  Movement participants are able to draw 

upon an existing repertoire of tactics developed in earlier social movements as well as 

adapt and innovate new tactics.   

Tactics are defined “as recognized patterns of activities that express the claims 

and demands of protesters” (Olzak and Uhrig 2001: 700).  There are two important 

dimensions to this definition of a movement tactic.  First, a tactic is fundamentally a 

behavior or an action.  That is, a tactic is defined by the activity that challengers engage 

in.  Second, a tactic includes claims making.  Thus, a tactic identifies what the important 

issues are in a protest event and thus is fundamentally related to the discursive challenge 

waged by dissidents discussed in the previous chapter.  Together, then, a tactic entails 

actions that promote a specific agenda, one that is relevant to the larger social movement 

that the protest event is a part of. 

Those participating in South Korea’s democracy movement utilized a wide 

variety of protest tactics.  Some were quite dramatic such as self immolation, or burning 

oneself, others were more tame, such as a prayer protest, and still others were universal to 

settings outside of Korea such as the classic fasting protest.  In this chapter, we provide 

an overview of the different tactics that were used in the democracy movement and 

highlight some of the more significant tactics used in protest.  
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DIVERSITY OF TACTICS USED IN PROTEST 

 
Table 4-1: Tactics Used in Protest Events, 1970-1992 
 
Tactics Frequency Percent 
Demonstration or Rally 789 20.64 
Declaration 579 15.15 
Meeting (internal or with target groups), determination 306 8.00 
Sit in, take over space (nong-sung) 299 7.82 
SMO founding 284 7.43 
Propaganda 265 6.93 
Requests 233 6.09 
Prayer or religious ceremony 134 3.51 
Strike 109 2.85 
Fasting 103 2.69 
Parade or march 101 2.64 
Memorial event 86 2.25 
Boycott 73 1.91 
Protest via legal  or formal channels 61 1.60 
Symbolic protest/dramaturgy 60 1.57 
Self torture, defacement, immolation, etc. 59 1.54 
Violence 58 1.52 
Criticize or spoken protest 52 1.36 
Press Conference 42 1.10 
Consciousness Raising, debates, forums 30 0.78 
Silent rally 15 0.39 
Resignation, quit work/job 15 0.39 
Fundraising 15 0.39 
Peaceful cultural event 9 0.24 
Spontaneous disruption 8 0.21 
Other 8 0.21 
Picketing 7 0.18 
Riot or vandalism 7 0.18 
Investigation 6 0.16 
Monitoring elections 5 0.13 
Not trying hard at work (tae up) 3 0.08 
Naked protest 1 0.03 
Take hostages 1 0.03 
Total 3823 100.00 
 

As can be seen in Table 4-1, public demonstrations and rallies were the most 

frequently used protest tactic by democracy movement participants.  Over one in every 

five protest events took the form of a demonstration.  In addition, and not mutually 

exclusive, protestors often made public declarations.  In these declarations dissidents 

criticized many different aspects of the dictatorial regimes.  Another popular form of 
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public protest was the sit in rally.  Often times, dissidents would take over a public space 

(e.g. factory, school classrooms, government buildings) and refuse to leave that space 

until their demands were met.  This tactic, popularized in the 1960s Civil Rights 

movement in the United States, became part of South Korea’s democracy movement’s 

tactical repertoire in the 1970s and 1980s.   

In addition to demonstrations, declarations, and sit in rallies, protest often took the 

form of internal events.  Meetings and other forms of movement organizing were coded 

as a protest event when they involved anti-government criticisms and/or the 

determination to fight the authoritarian states.  Similarly, the founding of formal social 

movement organizations was another way that dissidents organized themselves (see 

Chapter 5 for a more detailed explanation).  The formation of organizations was a 

strategy to garner the material resources to sustain the democracy movement in the face 

of severe state repression.   

Other interesting forms of protest tactics often were unique to the specific groups 

that staged public protest.  For example, Christians popularized the prayer protest or 

protest in the guise of a religious ceremony.  This was a unique form of protest by 

Christians and other religious groups and one that contributed to the overall diversity of 

the tactical repertoire of the democracy movement.  Other group-specific protest tactic 

were strikes and resignation of employment by laborers, protest vis-à-vis legal channels 

by democracy movement lawyers, symbolic or dramaturgical protest by students, and 

consciousness raising or debates by intellectuals.  As evident in the above Table, the 

tactical repertoire of the democracy movement was multifaceted and over time, became 

increasingly diversified. 
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Figure 4-1: Diversity Index of Tactics Used in Protest Events, 1970-1992 
  

 
 

As seen in Figure 4-1, the diversity of protest tactics employed by social 

movement activists generally increased over time.11 Mentioned above, the kinds of 

groups that were interested in social movements gradually diversified as seen in Chapter 

2 and with this diversification of groups came the diversification of tactics they used.  

While Figure 4-1 does show that the diversity of tactics fluctuated significantly, the 

overall trend shows a positive increase in the diversity of tactics as evident by the fitted 

line.  Thus, it is clear that over time South Korea’s democracy movement not only 

became diversified in terms of actors involved and issues raised, but also the tactical 

repertoire became diversified which ultimately gave dissidents more tools to achieve their 

ends. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
11 The diversity index is at its highest point in 1983. This year has only seven protest events total, where 
three events had more than three tactics. This is why the diversity is exceptionally high in this year. 
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THE IMPACT OF POLITICAL CONTEXT 
 
Table 4-2: Main Tactics Used in Protest by Political Context 
  
1970s Percent 1980-1987 Percent 1988-1992 Percent 
Demonstration 18.94 Demonstration 23.03 Demonstration 24.19 
Declaration 18.85 SMO founding 12.39 Meeting 9.42 
Meeting 8.55 Declaration 12.27 Sit-in, take over space 8.93 
Requests 8.14 Sit in, take over space 12.27 SMO founding 8.77 
Propaganda 7.31 Propaganda 6.76 Parade or march 6.17 
Other 38.21 Other 33.28 Other 42.52 
Total 100.00 Total 100.00 Total 100.00 
 

 If the choice of protest tactic is a flexible one and dissidents adapt to the different 

political contexts they find themselves in, it is feasible that different tactics will be salient 

at different time periods.  Table 4-2 shows the top five main tactics corresponding to the 

three authoritarian regimes. The most popular tactic was rally or demonstration 

throughout the 1970s and 1980s, although it was used more intensively in the 1980s. 

Declarations were much more frequent in the 1970s than in the 1980s as Christians used 

the tactic of declaration very often.  In the 1980s, the active unionization in democratic 

union movements and increasing labor disputes contributed to the popularity of sit-ins.  

The use of sit-ins indicates that labor grew stronger in the 1980s compared to the earlier 

period.  Additionally, founding social movement organizations, making declarations, and 

launching sit-ins were important tactics next to rallies and demonstrations until 1987.  

After democratic transition, meetings became more frequent than sit-ins or creating social 

movement organizations, although rallies or demonstrations still remained the most 

popular tactic.  As mentioned in Chapter 1, we can observe from Table 4-2 that non-

disruptive and peaceful tactics such as declarations, meetings, requests, and propaganda 

were more popular in the 1970s than in the 1980s, even though the importance of 

meetings and parades increased in the late 1980s and in the early 1990s.  

 

OPPOSITE FORMS OF PROTEST TACTICS: SUICIDE AND CULTURAL PROTEST 

In the below section, we provide examples of two very different forms of protest 

tactics.  We explain in greater detail the use of suicide as one dramatic protest tactic on 

the one hand, and juxtapose this to the non-violent cultural forms of protest that became 

more popular towards the end of the democracy movement.  We do not mean this to be a 
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systematic study of individual tactics but rather, we provide the anecdotes below to show 

the wide diversity of tactics used and the creativity of the participants in the democracy 

movement. 

 

Suicide  

One of the more intense forms of protest tactics was the willingness of dissidents 

to harm themselves for the sake of democracy.  In the 1970s Chŏn T’ae-il set the 

precedence for this protest tactic when he self immolated at the Peace Market on 

November 13, 1970, in an attempt to decry the labor situation amongst the garment 

workers in that area.  Chŏn T’ae-il made the ultimate sacrifice for his beliefs and his 

example was followed by many others in the democracy movement throughout the 1970s 

and 1980s.   

For example, another highly publicized suicide protest event occurred on April 11, 

1975 when Seoul National University Agricultural Department students held a 

demonstration.  During this event a student, Kim Sang-jin, publicly read a letter 

addressed to President Park Chung Hee.  In that letter, Kim Sang-jin criticized the 

dictator for betraying the Korean people and demanded the return to democracy.  And to 

accent his demands, Kim Sang-jin stabbed himself on stage in front of the hundreds of 

people at the protest event.  He stabbed his lower abdomen and proceeded to slice 

upwards.  As he fell over dying, he asked those around him to sing the national anthem.   

Others who found themselves in desperate situations turned to suicide or 

attempted suicide as a last resort.  For example Chi Wan-yong, the branch president of 

the Asia Automobile labor union, wrapped himself in electrical chords and threatened to 

electrocute himself on January 20, 1971 because his company fired and relocated 

employees.  Other employees at his company threatened to eat poison in protest of what 

they considered to be the mistreatment of workers.  Similarly, but in a different context, 

Kim Chong-t’ae burned himself to death to protest against the Kwangju massacre.  And 

throughout the 1980s there were many other cases of dissidents who committed suicide 

by self immolation and in other ways.  While on the façade it might be difficult for some 

to understand this dramatic form of protest, suicide protests reflect the desperateness of 

the political and economic situation of South Korea in the 1970s and 1980s (Kim 2002).  
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Peaceful Cultural Events 

The repertoire of tactics continued to evolve over the course of the democracy 

movement.  Protests still involved police and violence in many occasions, but the general 

trend became slightly diversified by the introduction of new tactics. “New” tactical forms 

included peaceful cultural events such as festivals, concerts, and exhibitions. This type of 

social movement tactic emerged approximately in the period of democratic transition 

after the June democracy movement in 1987.  

For example, the Korea Women's Associations United (chŏn’guk yŏsŏng yŏnhap) 

hosted a cultural event called the Festival for Democratic Citizens (minju simin 

taedongje) in July 1987. Such cultural events were less likely to be repressed than other 

disruptive forms of protests as they tended to champion peace and nonviolence. Social 

movement activists utilized such tactical forms in order to avoid repression and to 

promote mass participation. The events often combined concert and rally together so that 

activists could mix their political claims with popular forms of entertainment and fun. 

The Cultural Festival for the Nation’s Autonomy (minjok chaju munhwa ch’ukchŏn) was 

held around the time of the Seoul Olympic Games in September 1988, which was 

designed by college student activists to make the general public become familiar with 

their progressive claims. At the festival, activists tried to help people to realize that the 

government was using the Olympic Games to publicly justify their regime despite its 

antidemocratic practices and to consolidate the North-South division. In these ways, the 

purpose of cultural events could be highly political and defiant. The popular cultural 

forms made it easier for the general public to digest the political contents of the event. 

  However, even peaceful cultural events were not immune to repression in spite of 

the general democratization of the society. For example, in August of 1987, liberal 

publishers held an exhibition of books which had been blacklisted by governmental 

censorship. The government blocked the exhibition entirely, confiscated 196 books, and 

arrested three people for violating the National Security Law. In May 1989, the Women’s 

Associations at Korea University and Yonsei University held exhibitions of the photos of 

North Korean women during a college festival. The exhibitions were to promote the spirit 

of reunification to college students and the general audience by introducing the everyday 
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life of North Koreans. Although the displayed photos were from legal publications, the 

chair of the Women’s Association at Yonsei University was arrested by the police and 

released within two months. Similarly, Korea University and Yonsei University jointly 

tried to show two North Korean movies in October 1990, which was interrupted by the 

police for violating the National Security Law. Anti-communism was still used frequently 

as an ideological excuse to repress cultural events.   
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CHAPTER 5: SOCIAL MOVEMENT ORGANIZATIONS 

 

In addition to the different characteristics describing a protest event, such as 

social groups involved, the issues they raise and the tactics they use, social movements 

are facilitated by the accessibility of organizational resources.  Indeed, movement 

scholars have argued that social movements are only sustainable if they can develop the 

organizational infrastructure that is the foundation for long-lasting social movements.  

Implicit in this argument is the assumption that grievances are constant and cannot 

account for the disparity between high and low periods of movement activity. Scholars 

advocating Resource Mobilization Theory (RMT) look toward the objective availability 

of material resources that can give birth to, and sustain, a social movement.  The central 

questions for RMT are: “Where are the resources available for the movement, how are 

they organized, how does the state facilitate or impede mobilization, and what are the 

outcomes?” (Mueller 1992: 3).  The assumption underlying these questions is that it is the 

variation in resources available to potential social movement participants that transforms 

general levels of frustration into manifest insurgency. 

  Social movement scholars have developed important concepts at the 

organizational level, bringing to the fore the role of formal organizations in social 

movements.  First, McCarthy and Zald (1977) coined the term Social Movement 

Organization (SMO) to describe those individual formal organizations “which identifies 

its goals with the preferences of a social movement or a countermovement and attempts 

to implement those goals” (McCarthy and Zald 1977: 1218).  The SMO is a concerted 

effort by activists in a movement to systematically forward their cause by strategically 

developing an agenda for action as well as appropriating those resources to attain their 

goals.  Second, they speculate that different SMOs can work together in a single social 

movement to facilitate the garnering of resources.  To capture this idea of SMO 

networking, they use the term Social Movement Industry (SMI).  The SMI denotes “all 

SMOs that have as their goal the attainment of the broadest preferences of a social 

movement” (McCarthy and Zald 1977: 1219).  Finally, McCarthy and Zald go on to 

speculate that within a single society there could arise various unrelated social 
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movements.  The general grouping of SMOs and SMIs, within these various social 

movements, are collectively identified as a Social Movement Sector (SMS).   

Those participating in Korea’s democracy movement instinctively understood the 

necessity to create organizations that can help sustain their movement over a long period 

of time.  For that end, many SMOs were founded in the 1970s and 1980s in South Korea.  

The SMOs that were founded and active in that time period comprised a highly 

differentiated and dynamic social movement sector.  In this chapter we draw upon the 

Stanford SMO Dataset to provide an overview of the different organizations that were 

active in the democracy movement in the 1970s and 1980s.  We first track the founding 

rates of SMOs to show the growth of the organizational sector associated with the 

democracy movement. Then, we delineate the wide variety of organizations by 

highlighting various characteristics of the SMOs including which social groups founded 

the organizations, the primary concern of the organizations, the legal status of 

organizations, and other organizational characteristics. 

 

SOCIAL MOVEMENT ORGANIZATIONS IN THE DEMOCRACY MOVEMENT 

 
Table 5-1: Number of Social Movement Organization 
 

 
 
 

 

 

In Table 5-1, we can see the number of SMOs that were coded in the Stanford 

KDP SMO dataset. In the 1970s, 117 SMOs were founded or active, and the number was 

more than doubled to 253 in the 1980s and the early 1990s. In particular, many SMOs 

were created after the democratic transition in 1987.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Years Frequency Percent 
1970-1979 117 31.62 
1980-1987 104 28.11 
1988-1993 149 40.27 
Total 370 100.00 
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Figure 5-1: Number of SMO Founding (1970-1992)  
 

 
 

Figure 5-1 shows the yearly pattern of SMO founding from 1970 through the 

early 1990s.12 In the 1970s, the first peak comes in 1971, when the constitutional 

amendment for a third presidential term and ensuing declaration of a state of emergency 

ignited massive anti-authoritarian protests. In 1972 when the Yushin constitution took 

effect, Park Chung Hee, endowed with legal justification for his dictatorship, stepped up 

state repression over anti-government movements, which led to a sudden decrease of 

SMO founding. However, activists remobilized themselves in 1973 and the number of 

SMO founding reaches its second peak in 1975. Park’s regime started to issue a series of 

Emergency Decrees in 1974 that were designed to oppress democratization movements, 

and the repression became harsh with the infamous Emergency Decree 9 in May 1975, 

which outlawed any criticism or protest against the regime. Accordingly, SMO foundings 

also dwindled.  

The slight increase in 1980 reflects the short-lived period of freedom called 

“Spring of Seoul,” the brief interval between Park Chung Hee’s assassination in October 

1979 and Chun Doo Hwan’s takeover in May 1980. Chun’s regime tightened its grip on 

                                                
12 In the original dataset, there are 22 SMOs founded well before 1970 such as Dongil Textile Co. labor 
union established in 1946, and 19 SMOs whose exact year of foundation is not known. In Figure 5-1, we 
drop those SMOs in the analysis and only deal with the SMOs founded from 1970 to 1992. We use the 
same criteria for other figures listed below. 
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democratization movements to the extent that SMO founding decreased almost to zero. 

When Chun eased restrictions on anti-government activities in 1984 including the 

withdrawal of police from universities, efforts to build SMOs revived, and the number 

surged to 45 in 1987 and 62 in 1988.  In 1987, a large number of organizations was 

created to fight against Chun’s dictatorship around the period of the June democracy 

movement. Second, in 1988, the number of new SMOs increased again. As the political 

atmosphere dramatically changed due to democratic transition, people began to enjoy 

new opportunitis for organization building. In the 1990s, the number of SMO founding 

relatively decreased. This is understandable since the data is confined to democratization 

movement organizations. Before 1987, most social movements were focused on 

democratization, but the issues became diversified including the environmental 

movement, economic justice movement, and feminist movement (Lee 1993). Thus, it is 

not surprising that the founding of SMOs whose primary goal was the restoration of 

democracy decreased.  
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CHARACTERISITCS OF SOCIAL MOVEMENT ORGANIZATIONS 
 

Social Origins of SMOs 
 
Table 5-2: Social Origins of SMOs 
 
Social Movement Industry Frequency Percent 

Laborers 186 32.01 
Students or Youths 89 15.32 
Christians 60 10.33 
Intellectuals 45 7.75 
General Activists, Civil Groups 37 6.37 
Women 27 4.65 
Journalists/Media 23 3.96 
Farmers 17 2.93 
Other Religious 13 2.24 
Family of Persecuted 11 1.89 
Christian Students 10 1.72 
Citizens (general) 10 1.72 
School Officials, High School Teachers 10 1.72 
Entertainer 9 1.55 
Politicians 8 1.38 
Professionals 8 1.38 
Economically Poor 5 0.86 
Judges, Judicial System 3 0.52 
Military personnel 3 0.52 
Merchants 2 0.34 
Prisoners 2 0.34 
Foreigners 1 0.17 
Urban Problems 1 0.17 
Victims 1 0.17 

Total 581 100.00 

 
Table 5-2 shows the various social origins of SMOs that were active during the 

1970-1992 period. The total number is not consistent with the number in Table 5-1, since 

many SMOs were built on a coalition of multiple organizational industries. Laborers 

were the most aggressive group with respect to founding formal SMOs: they were 

involved in 186 SMOs, which accounts for almost a third. Students (or youths) were the 

second largest group who participated in SMO activities: 89 SMOs were founded or 
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active based on student activism. Christians, intellectuals, and general activists/civil 

groups were also major groups that vigorously established SMOs. Also, women were 

offensively engaged in many SMO activities. This result can be understood considering 

that they played a significant role in labor movements. The origins of SMOs were 

diversified and stretched to various sectors such as citizens, entertainers, and 

economically disadvantaged. Figure 5-2 below describes the yearly trend of SMO 

founding by five different social groups: student, laborers, Christians, intellectuals, and 

general activists/civil groups. 

 
Figure 5-2: SMO Founding by Various Social Groups 
 

 
 

Each line shows a similar pattern of protest events by each SMI. Overall, 

laborers’ SMO founding is salient through the 1970s and the 1980s, despite some yearly 

fluctuations. In the 1970s, the founding of Christian SMOs is noticeable, which reflects 

fervent participation of Christian groups in democratization movements in the 1970s as 

explained previously. SMO founding by other industries such as student, intellectuals, 

and general activists is relatively less visible. In the 1980s, Christian SMO founding 

declined, whereas laborers and students started to aggressively establish movement 

organizations. Intellectuals also took a major part in building movement organizations in 

the 1980s, and the highest point comes around 1987-1988 for laborers’ SMOs and 
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students’ SMOs. It is interesting that general activists’ SMOs come to the fore around 

1991, relatively later compared to other groups. This tendency reflects the increasing 

number of civic groups and NGOs established after the 1987 democratization that were 

designed to implement and consolidate democracy in Korean society. 

 

Primary Concerns of SMOs 
 
Table 5-3: Primary Concern of SMOs 
 
Purpose Frequency Percent 
Economic 199 26.43 
Political 125 16.60 
Reunification 49 6.51 
Internal for the Movement 42 5.58 
Consciousness Raising/Literature 40 5.31 
Anti-Repression 36 4.78 
Military 25 3.32 
Religion 24 3.19 
Anti-Americanism 24 3.19 
Educational 23 3.05 
Civil Rights or Basic Rights 19 2.52 
Women 18 2.39 
Socialist Revolution 17 2.26 
Human Rights 15 1.99 
Legislation 15 1.99 
The Poor 14 1.86 
Anti-Corruption 10 1.33 
Media 10 1.33 
Local Issue 9 1.20 
Agricultural 9 1.20 
Environment 7 0.93 
International Relations 7 0.93 
Culture 7 0.93 
Medical 3 0.40 
Urbanization 2 0.27 
Anti-Globalization 2 0.27 
Peace 2 0.27 
Total 753 100.00 
 

In Table 5-3, we can see a variety of purposes of the SMOs. Economic and 

political concerns were the top priority issues for SMOs during 1970-1992: these two 

categories account for more than 40 percent. This comes as no surprise in the sense that 

labor rights and democratization were the most hotly debated issues through the 1970s 

and the 1980s. Reunification was also a main concern for democratization movement 
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organizations. One major faction within democratization activists, that is, the so-called 

National Liberation (NL) liners, framed reunification as one of its main targets to fight 

for (see Chapter 3). Their rhetoric started to resonate among other protestors in the mid 

1980s, and consequently many SMOs were built for the purpose of promoting 

reunification. This offers an interesting contrast with the purpose of “socialist 

revolution,” which was the major goal for the so-called People’s Democracy (PD) liners.   

NL liners and PD liners were the two main axes of democratization movements in 

the 1980s, and the former eventually won over the latter in ideological struggle as 

discussed in Chapter 3. That socialist revolution is ranked relatively low, attests to the 

fact that PD liners lost their voice and were dispersed.  The issue of “internal for the 

movement” refers to the activities designed to enhance internal solidarity such as 

encouraging fellow activists or motivating them spiritually. In most cases, this issue does 

not stand alone as a single purpose of an SMO; it usually serves as a secondary purpose. 

Anti-repression was also an important issue as authoritarian regimes intensified 

repression of activists using inhumane tactics such as torturing arrestees and using tear 

gas bombs at demonstrations. In addition, as the society was rapidly urbanized, the poor 

and urbanization also became significant issues. 

 

Legal Status of SMOs 
 
Table 5-4: Legality of SMO 
 
Legal Status Frequency Percent 

Legal 194 66.90 
Illegal 76 26.21 
Semi-Legal 20 6.90 

Total 290 100.00 

 
Tracking the legal status of SMOs also reveals the dynamics of repression and 

protest. As can be seen in Table 5-4, a considerable percentage of SMOs was illegal or 

semi-legal. Semi-legal is a unique category signifying SMOs whose status is guaranteed 

in law but their activities are regarded as illegal from the government’s perspective. For 

example, the National Conference of Student Association (chŏndaehyŏp) is a typical 

semi-legal SMO; the establishment itself was not illegal, but it did not pursue its original 
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purpose such as promoting students’ interests, but participated in anti-government 

movements. In other words, a semi-legal SMO is illegal de facto, but legal de jure. A 

large portion of the illegal SMO category consists of organizations involved in 

reunification movements and labor movements. Under the Anti-Communist Law and 

National Security Law, any comment recognizing North Korea as a political entity was 

strictly banned, and labor groups that employed the rhetoric of socialist revolution were 

regarded as an attempt to overthrow the government. Therefore, those SMOs were often 

stigmatized as illegal and were rigorously regulated.  

 
Figure 5-3: Number of SMOs by Legal Status 
 

 
 

Figure 5-3 shows the number of legal, illegal, and semi-legal SMOs founded each 

year. The number of legal SMO founding increased from 1972 through 1977, and 

dramatically dropped in the later years of the Park Chung Hee regime. After Chun Doo 

Hwan seized power, SMO founding declined overall (1980-1983). However, when the 

Chun government softened its regulation on social movements, SMO foundings surged 

rapidly, especially legal SMOs, and reached its peak in 1987. Figure 5-4 below visualizes 

the cumulative number of SMOs by legal status. Each peak in green indicates the total 

number of SMOs founded in each year. As you can see, the proportion of illegal and 
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semi-legal SMOs is high during the period of Emergency Decrees (1974~1975). The 

founding rate of legal SMOs increases dramatically from 1984.   

 
Figure 5-4: Cumulative Number of SMOs by Legal Status (1970-1992) 
 

 
 
 

Coalitions in SMOs 
 
Figure 5-5: Number of Coalitional SMOs 
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Figure 5-5 exhibits coalitional SMOs founded between 1970 and 1992. Coalitions 

are defined as when two or more SMOs collaborated in creating one coalitional SMO.  

Just as the number of SMOs’ foundings dramatically increased in 1987 and 1988, the 

number of new coalitions followed the same trend. In both 1987 and 1988, twelve new 

coalitional SMOs were founded. This makes a vivid contrast vis-à-vis the previous 17 

years, during which only four or less coalitions were built. The creation of coalitions was 

essential in fighting for democracy since such organizations could efficiently coordinate 

and orchestrate various protest activities including demonstrations, rallies, strikes, and 

propaganda. However, as government’s repressive strategies scattered the social 

movement sector apart at large, prodemocracy activists were blocked from cooperating 

with one another and forming a leading national/regional umbrella organization. 

Therefore, 1987 and 1988 were the climax of such coalition building efforts.  

For instance, the National Movement Headquarters for Democratic Constitution 

(NMHDC: kungmin undong ponbu), which was created in May 1987, consisted of the 

People’s Movement Coalition for Democracy and Reunification (mint’ongnyŏn) and 25 

other social movement groups (Kim 2000: 92).13  Overcoming differences among social 

movement industries, the Korean social movement sector collaborated together under the 

unified leadership of the NMHDC. The NMHDC played a central role in mobilizing mass 

protests during the June democracy movement in 1987. Coordinated activism by such a 

central social movement organization put tremendous pressure on the regime, which 

pushed the government to favorably respond to the demand for democratization by 

adopting a direct presidential election system and officially promising further democratic 

reforms. Such concessions by the government were unprecedented in South Korean 

history. 

The increase of coalitions in 1987 and 1988 demonstrates the integration of the 

civil society at that moment. The vital need to form a unified front for the fight against 

                                                
13 253 Catholic priests, 270 Protestant pastors, 160 Buddhist monks, 35 from the PMCDR, 213 opposition 
politicians, 162 women’s movement leaders, 308 from the Council for the Promotioin of Democracy 
Movement (minch’uhyŏp), 161 peasant activists, 39 labor activists, 18 urban poor activists, 43 publishers 
and journalists, 43 authors and writers, 66 artists, 55 educators, 12 youth movement leaders, and 74 
lawyers, including regional representatives – 11 from Kyŏnggi, 73 from Kangwŏn, 29 from Ch’ungnam, 56 
from Pusan, 89 from Kyŏngbuk area. 
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the authoritarian government prompted various social movement groups to bring 

themselves together under the single slogan of “democracy.” By nature, each SMI has its 

unique demand: Workers ask for better wages and better working conditions, the poor 

need better social welfare, and women fight for gender equality. However, in the late 

1980s, different social movement industries came together under the agreement that 

Korean society now desperately needed democratization before anything else. In this 

sense, Figure 5-5 shows the integration very well. In addition, as the hope for procedural 

democracy partially came true, it is not surprising that coalitional efforts gradually 

declined from the late 1980s. When the window for broader political opportunities was 

finally open, each SMO started to independently work for its own purposes. The trend of 

diversification characterizes the post-democratization period in South Korea.  
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CHAPTER 6: STATE REPRESSION 

 

It is an axiom of movement scholarship that social movements do not occur in a 

vacuum but rather are influenced by the contexts in which they occur.  Scholars working 

from the Political Process Model have explored the ramifications of this assumption and 

developed the concept of the Political Opportunity Structure (POS) to explain the 

influence of context on social movements (McAdam 1982; Tilly 1978).  The POS entails 

factors exogenous to the movement that influence its trajectory and outcomes.  These can 

include large demographic shifts, solidarity or schism amongst elites, and shifts in 

economic conditions.  One aspect of the POS concept that is relevant for our study is the 

assumption that we need to situate social movements in relation to those groups that are 

being challenged by that movement (della Porta 1996; Kriesi 1996).   Consequently, in an 

authoritarian context, della Porta argues that repression is one important aspect of the 

POS.  Based on her case studies of Italian and German social movements she argues that 

repression has a “direct impact on social movements. . .restricting a movement’s 

resources and limiting its facilities. . .destroying leaders. . .encouraging conflict between 

groups, and sabotaging particular actions” (della Porta 1996: 65).  Similarly, Zwerman 

and Steinhoff (2005) argue that the POS opens up (i.e. allowance for free political 

activities) or closes down (i.e. restriction of political activity) depending on the level of 

repression. 

Repression is a relatively large factor in an authoritarian context when other 

political recourse such as legal recognition of basic rights and habeas corpus are 

suspended.  The centralization of power in authoritarian states contributes to a higher 

level of repressive capacity and disciplinary power.  Simply put, repressive regimes have 

a greater control over the POS.  Indeed, in the Korean case, after the passing of the 

Yushin Constitution in 1972, President Park Chung Hee not only had the option of 

remaining president for life, he also was able to directly appoint one third of the National 

Assembly, Korea’s legislative branch.  Although Korea professed to have a two party 

political system, the President-sanctioned majority party was so dominant during the 

years of study that the opposition party was marginalized to the point of being irrelevant 

in institutional politics.  Park Chung Hee and his successors Chun Doo Hwan and Roh 
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Tae Woo, were strongly supported by the Korean military as they were former Generals.  

In addition, the Korean Central Intelligence Agency was an effective apparatus the state 

used to monitor and repress dissident groups in Korean society.  Through various 

repressive state apparatuses such as these, Presidents Park, Chun and Roh effectively 

wielded the power to discipline and punish.       

 

IMMEDIATE-SITUATIONAL FORMS OF REPRESSION 

We can further specify various forms of repression including both immediate-

situational repression and structural-institutional repression (Koopmans 1997).  

Immediate repression constitutes situation-specific “responses,” such as the “policing of 

protest” (Earl, Soule and McCarthy 2003; della Porta 1996).  Authority presence at 

protest events constitutes immediate forms of repression when police contain, beat, and 

arrest protestors.  In the Korean case, both the sight of riot police and the smell of the tear 

gas they used were frequent occurrences throughout the 1970s and 1980s.  Structural or 

institutional repression, on the other hand, includes tools of coercion that are generally 

applicable to multiple situations repeatedly over time.  Structural repression is manifest in 

both coercive bureaucratic apparatuses, such as the KCIA and the military, and 

legislation, such as the National Security Law and Emergency Decrees.  We first explore 

the different types of immediate or situational repressive forms that the state used to 

discipline and punish those participating in the democracy movement.  In the same way 

that dissidents utilized different means to make public claims, the state also has at its 

disposal various tactics in which to repress the democracy movement. 
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Table 6-1: Repressive Tactics Used by the State (1970-1992) 
 
Repressive Tactics Frequency Percent 
Custody or Arrest 865 37.56 
Violence 315 13.68 
Containment, barricade, garrison, disrupt, etc. 260 11.29 
Spoken critique or threat 137 5.95 
Fired from job or forced resignation 108 4.69 
Investigation or interrogation of individuals 86 3.73 
Censoring 75 3.26 
Closing down of school or stopping classes 66 2.87 
Fired or suspended from school 40 1.74 
Rummaging, stealing, investigating office, confiscating 39 1.69 
Legal channels or prosecution 34 1.48 
Dissolving of org. or party 30 1.3 
Denial of petition/request 29 1.26 
Harsher working conditions 24 1.04 
Repressive Laws 23 1 
Surveillance or observe, spying 22 0.96 
Killed 21 0.91 
Closing down of factory or company 19 0.83 
Coopted 17 0.74 
Forced assimilation, brain washing 16 0.69 
Creation of oppressive org. or gov. group 16 0.69 
Humiliation 12 0.52 
Kidnapping 9 0.39 
Not paying wages 9 0.39 
Propaganda 7 0.3 
Harsher prison treatment 7 0.3 
Deportation 5 0.22 
Death Sentence 4 0.17 
Other 4 0.17 
Establishing curfew 2 0.09 
Bribing 2 0.09 
Total 2303 100.00 

 
 

As can be seen in Table 6-1, the state utilized a variety of tactics to suppress 

public forms of protest.  Often times, in reaction to demonstrations, sit-in rallies, 

employee strikes, or public declarations, the state would deploy riot police to contain the 

protest event.  The most frequently used repressive tactic at these events was to arrest or 

take into custody the participants.  In addition, and not mutually exclusive, is the use of 

violence to suppress public protest which is the second most frequently used repressive 
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tactic.  In addition to arrest and the use of violence, the state relied on containment tactics, 

spoken threat, and investigation of individuals.   

In addition to these generally applicable repressive tactics, are tactics used to 

punish specific social groups participating in the democracy movement.  The state often 

supported the firing of employees, closed down factories, and supported harsher working 

conditions for those who attempted to form democratic unions or fought for labor rights.  

Censoring was a unique repressive tactic usually applied to journalists or other dissidents 

that used publishing as a main form to express anti-government grievances.  The closing 

down of schools or the temporary stoppage of university classes was a common tactic the 

state used to quell student campus demonstrations.  Indeed, in 1975 the state issued 

special Presidential Emergency Decree 7 (see below) just to close down Korea University.  

Finally, and obviously, deportation was a specific tactic used by the state to deal with 

foreigners who participated in the democracy movement.   

What can be seen from Table 6-1 is the wide variety of tactics used by the state to 

deal with the democracy movement including both extreme forms such as death 

sentences and more creative forms.  The state used creative tactics, including the bribing 

of dissidents and creating organizations to mobilize state supporters, to repress the 

democracy movement.  These unique tactics shows the flexibility of the state’s repressive 

strategy.  In addition to these relatively less confrontational forms of repression, the state 

often used extreme forms including execution as in the case of the People’s 

Revolutionary Party. 

 

Case Study: The People’s Revolutionary Party Incident 

One of the most important moments of state repression occurred on April 10, 

1975 when the Yushin government executed 8 men who they accused of being members 

of the communist organization, People’s Revolutionary Party (inmin hyŏngmyŏng tang).  

This case has a relatively long history and shows the extent to which the state would go 

to silence its critics.  The People’s Revolutionary Party (PRP) incident starts a decade 

earlier than the executions when on August 14, 1965, the state accused several 

individuals of having socialist inclinations.  Justified by the Anti-Communist Law (see 

below) the National Intelligence Service claimed that 13 individuals including To Ye-
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jong, Yang Ch’un-u, and Pak Hyŏn-ch’ae organized the PRP which was “an organization 

attempting to overthrow the Republic of Korea according to North Korean programs.”14  

Prison sentences were meted out ranging from one year to six years. 

Nearly a decade later, the state accused some of the same individuals for trying to 

“reestablish the People’s Revolutionary Party.”  This accusation came at a time when the 

sate was being confronted by increasing protest against the dictatorial Yushin regime.  

The 23 individuals accused were quickly rounded up and held in custody for a year 

before being tried, convicted, and sentenced under the National Security Law.  They were 

interrogated and tortured during the year to the point that the government refused to 

release some of the bodies after the execution, presumably to hide the scars that the 

government inflicted on them (Stentzel 2006).  On April 9, 1975, the government 

convicted the 23 individuals giving 15 year sentences to all but the 8 individuals who 

were given death sentences.  In the early hours of the day following the convictions, the 

state executed To Ye-jong, Yŏ Chŏng-nam, Kim Yong-wŏn, Yi Su-pyŏng, Ha Chae-wan, 

Sŏ To-wŏn, Song Sang-chin, and U Hong-sŏn behind closed doors. 

The PRP incident was a milestone in the democracy movement because it 

revealed the extreme measures the state would go in order to silence critics while also 

leading to the mobilization of many social groups who decried the brutality of the 

incident.  Incidentally, on September 12, 2002 a government “Truth-Fact Finding 

Commission” announced that the PRP case was a fabrication and exonerated all who 

were accused and executed. 

 

STRUCTURAL-INSTITUTIONAL FORMS OF REPRESSION 

Structural repression entails a repressive strategy whereby the state implements 

laws or policies, that have wide and repeatable application.  While the Yushin 

constitution, passed in 1972, fundamentally closed the POS and limited the political 

rights of citizens, the state continued to pass repressive legislation aimed at subduing the 

democracy movement.  In addition to legislative structural repression, reliance on 

coercive organizations such as the KCIA and the military contributed to the state’s 

repressive capacity.  

                                                
14 Quoted in http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/People's_Revolutionary_Party_Incident 
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The Yushin Constitution (1972-1979) 

At the end of his second term, Park coerced the National Assembly, which was 

dominated by his Democratic Republican Party, to amend the constitution so that he 

could run for an unprecedented third term.  Winning the election of 1971 by a narrow 

margin, Park’s frustrations with the democratic system led him to enact the Yushin 

Constitution on October 17, 1972.15  He declared a state of emergency and justified this 

“in-house” coup d’etat by citing “the dangerous realities of the international situation.”  

This new “constitution” concentrated political power in the executive branch and all 

future presidents were to be appointed by the National Council for Unification which was 

headed by Park.  Presidential tenure for single terms was extended to six years but more 

importantly, limits on the number of terms was lifted.  Park now had the additional power 

to appoint one third of the National Assembly, effectively guaranteeing a legislative 

majority, as well as all members of the judicial system including Constitutional Court 

justices.  Most importantly, the Yushin Constitution allowed the president to declare 

special ad hoc “Emergency Decrees” which in turn allowed Park the flexibility to amend 

national law as he deemed fit.  In short, the Yushin Constitution in all practicality 

“transformed the presidency into a legal dictatorship” (Eckert et al. 1991: 365).  

 

Presidential Emergency Decrees (1974-1975) 

Throughout the 1970s, Park’s Yushin regime became increasingly autocratic.  In 

addition to the Yushin Constitution that drastically limited the democratic participation of 

citizens, Park Chung Hee issued a series of “Emergency Decrees” (ED) that further 

facilitated the closing of the political opportunity structure.  The Presidential EDs were ad 

hoc laws or measures that Park used to address situations as they arose and did not need 

the approval of the National Assembly.  EDs 1 and 2, issued on January 8, 1974, 

disallowed criticism of the Yushin Constitution, forbade anti-government petition drives, 

and created the bureaucratic General Emergency Court Martial to legally try and convict 

suspects.  On April 3, 1974, Park promulgated ED 4 which illegalized student political 

                                                
15 Yushin means “revitalization” and is, significantly, the Korean equivalent of the Japanese word Meiji-
ishin, the discursive hallmark of the latter country’s industrial-modernization drive in the late 19th and 20th 
centuries. 
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organizing and specifically targeted the National Democratic Youth-Students League 

(minch’ŏnghangnyŏn).  One year later (April 8, 1975) the government issued ED 7 which 

closed down Korea University, a hotbed of student activism.  And finally, on May 13, 

1975, Park issued the infamous ED 9 that illegalized all forms of criticism of the 

government, legalized direct imprisonment without due process of law, and was worded 

vaguely enough to be applied to almost all protest situations.  “Legally” justified by the 

EDs, the government began its systematic repression of the democracy movement 

utilizing various coercive tactics including arrest, torture, and murder.16  The “Emergency 

Decree Era” (1974-1979), then, constitutes the first half of the most authoritarian and 

repressive period of South Korea’s modern history 

 

Political Control Laws: National Security Law and the Anti-Communist Law 

In addition to specialized laws that specifically targeted unique social groups 

participating in the democracy movement, the authoritarian state also relied on more 

generally applicable “political control laws” (chŏngch’i kyujepŏp).  The two most 

notorious political control laws were the National Security Law (NSL) and the Anti-

Communist Law (ACL).  As can be seen in Figure 6-1, the total number of individuals 

prosecuted for violating the political control laws reached into the thousands in the 1970s.  

The great majority of these arrests were due to the NSL, ACL, and Emergency Decree 9 

(starting from 1976). 17    

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
16 The third Emergency Decree on January 14, 1974 was aimed at establishing economic stability by easing 
the tax burdens of low-income earners. The fifth ED on August 23, 1974, annulled the first and the fourth 
Decrees.  The sixth Emergency Decree on December 31, 1974, annulled the third ED.  The eighth ED on 
May 13, 1975 annulled the seventh ED. 
 
17 “Political Control Laws” (chŏngch’i kyujepŏp) include the following: The National Security Law, the 
Anti-Communist Law, the Law of Purification of Political Activities, the Social Safety Law, the Law on 
Public Gatherings and Demonstrations, the Special Law on the Punishment of Crimes under Emergency 
Situation, the Special Law on the Protection of the State, and the Emergency Decree 9. 
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Figure 6-1: Number of Prosecution Based on the National Security Law and the Anti- 
      Communist Law (1970-1992) 

 
 

 
Source: National Human Rights Committee. 2003. The Situation of Human Rights from 
the Application of the National Security Law (Kukka poanpŏp chŏgyongsa esŏ nat’anan 
in’gwŏn silt’ae). 
 

The NSL was based on the repressive Law for the Maintenance of Public Security 

during Japan’s colonization of Korea (1910-1945).  Passed in 1948 by the First Republic 

of South Korea, the NSL proposed to “restrict anti-state acts that endanger national 

security and to protect the nation’s safety and its people’s lives and freedom.”  The NSL 

was used to target individuals that the government believed were communists or 

sympathizers of the North Korean Communist regime.  While anti-communism was the 

rhetorical justification to implement the NSL, it was also used to arrest and incarcerate 

dissidents who participated in anti-government protests and to repress basic political 

rights.  For those in the democracy movement, the NSL was the symbol of state structural 

repression. 

Similarly, shortly after Park Chung Hee’s coup d’etat, the ACL was passed on 

July 3, 1961, to suppress communist movements in South Korea.  The peak in number of 

arrests based on the ACL in 1972 reflects the anti-communist rhetoric used to justify the 

establishment of the Yushin regime in that year.  Also throughout the 1970s, the ACL 
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was increasingly used to deal with dissident protestors while arrests based on the NSL 

were in decline.    The increasing use of the ACL and Emergency Decree (starting from 

1976) might reflect a shift in the government’s repressive strategy; Anti-communist 

rhetoric became a more efficient tool the government used in the second half of the 1970s 

as shown by the large number of arrests based on the ACL from 1974 on.  After the 

assassination of Park Chung Hee in 1979 and Chun Doo Hwan’s coup d’etat, the ACL 

was merged with the NSL on December 31, 1980 and the new emboldened NSL was 

used in the 1980s to arrest and incarcerate individuals the government felt were a threat 

to Korean national security. 

Simply put the 1980s was the era of the NSL. Between 1981 and 1987, the 

number of prosecuted totaled 1,512, among which 13 were death sentences and 28 were 

life sentences. In the 1980s, students engaged in ideological debates regarding how to 

carry out the democracy movement based mainly on Marxist ideas, and many of them 

were arrested for violating the NSL by simply organizing a small book club for the 

discussion of Marxist books. A large number of cases were about political organizations 

in this period, which were often called “chojik sagŏn” (Organization’s Case) because 

numerous prodemocracy/antigovernment organizations were created after the 1984’s 

liberalization policy. Also, many intellectuals, writers, and artists were arrested once they 

were determined pro-communist by the NSL. To sum, the NSL was politically abused in 

order to repress any activities related to democracy movements by falsely accusing them 

of being a threat to the national security of the Republic of Korea.  

Even under the Rho Tae Woo government, the NSL did not lose its power. 

Although the NSL’s use was publicly debated right after the establishment of the Rho 

government, the NSL was reinstated when Pastor Mun Ik-hwan visited North Korea in 

April 1989. In the name of public security, the number of prosecutions based on the NSL 

increased in the 6th Republic. 

As Korean society gradually democratized, the abolition of the NSL has become a 

socially and politically controversial topic. Those who are for the NSL argue that it is 

essential for the security of the nation as it is useful in fighting against North Korean 

communist operations in South Korea. The arguments against the NSL are: 1) the NSL is 

too outdated and an obstacle to peaceful relations between North and South Korea. 2) 
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The contents of the NSL are so abstract and vague that its legal boundary of application is 

not well defined. 3) The NSL infringes on human rights, freedom of conscience and 

expression. 

 

The Military: Martial Law and Garrison Decrees 

In addition to the Emergency Decrees, National Security Law, and the Anti-

Communist Law, the authoritarian states relied on the military to quell protests.  Because 

Park Chung Hee, Chun Doo Hwan, and Roh Tae Woo were all former military generals, 

the military was a continual source of material power for these presidents.  The military 

was activated to stop demonstrations and other protests several times throughout the 

1970s and 1980s.  As mentioned in Chapter 2, students took to the streets in prodigious 

numbers in 1971 to protest the revised military training requirement.  The magnitude of 

anti-government activities in 1971 is reflected in the large number of student protest 

events that year.  In reaction to these student protests, Park Chung Hee issued the first 

Garrison Decree on October 15, 1971.  Military soldiers were deployed at every 

university campus where major demonstrations took place.  The military established 

semi-permanent quarters near the universities so that soldiers could directly confront 

students in what were often violent conflicts.  The first Garrison Decree lead to the arrest 

of nearly 2000 students in 1971. 

One year later on October 17, 1972, Park Chung Hee proclaimed Martial Law, 

dissolved the National Assembly, and arrested many dissident and opposing political 

leaders.  The “state of emergency” was purportedly due to heightened threat to national 

security: First, Park noted shifts in the international political sphere that compromised 

Korea’s security.  Referring to U.S. efforts at rapprochement with communist China, as 

represented by U.S. President Nixon’s visit to that country in February 1972, and a 

relaxation of tensions between the U.S. and the Soviet Union, Park declared “Under these 

circumstances, we must guard ourselves against the possibility that the interests of the 

Third World or small countries might be sacrificed for the relaxation of tension between 

big powers.”18  Consequently, Park Chung Hee used the heightened sense of threat to 

                                                
18 From a special declaration announced on October 17, 1972.  Quoted in Chung Hee Park, Major 
Speeches, (Seoul: The Samhwa Publishing Co., 1973), pp. 25, 26. 
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justify Martial Law and it was during this time, when all political and civil liberties were 

revoked, that Park Chung Hee’s government ratified the Yushin Constitution.     

A second Garrison Decree was issued on October 20, 1979, just six days before 

Park Chung Hee was assassinated.  Like the first Garrison Decree in 1971, it was an 

effort to quell the massive local demonstrations that erupted in the cities of Pusan, Masan, 

and Ch’angwŏn.  As discussed in Chapter 2, oppositional political party leader Kim 

Young Sam participated in anti-government protests and criticized the brutal crackdown 

of the YH women workers in 1979.  To silence this challenge from a popular institutional 

politician, Park Chung Hee expelled Kim Young Sam from the National Assembly on 

October 4, 1979.  Partly because Kim Young Sam was from Pusan and was the 

congressional representative of that district, thousands of laborers, students, and others in 

that city and nearby Masan, took to the streets supporting Kim Young Sam and 

challenging Park Chung Hee’s dictatorship.  Other reasons for the massive uprisings in 

Pusan and Masan in 1979 include a sluggish economy and frustrations with labor 

conditions.  Soldiers were deployed to these cities after the second Garrison Decree was 

issued and the government once again used the military as a main weapon in its 

repressive strategy.  

Martial Law was evoked a couple of times in the Chun Doo Hwan government as 

well. After Park’s assassination, the political situation was in turmoil under the interim 

President Choi Kyu Hah. On December 12, 1979, military groups led by Chun Doo 

Hwan took over the government and declared Martial Law the next day. This was the 

beginning of another dictatorship that lasted for eight years. The repressiveness of the 

new regime escalated public resentment. After the mass demonstration on May 15, 1980, 

the military government expanded Martial Law on the 17th, closing down a number of 

colleges and occupying college campuses by sending troops. The well-known Kwangju 

massacre took place when students and citizens demonstrated against Martial law and the 

closing of colleges in late May.  

 

The Korean Central Intelligence Agency (KCIA) 

The Korea Central Intelligence Agency (KCIA: chungang chŏngbobu) was 

created on June 19, 1961, by the Supreme Council for National Reconstruction in the 
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aftermath of the military coup led by Park Chung Hee. The organization was the most 

powerful intelligence and investigatory agency in South Korea. Its original duties were to 

supervise and coordinate both domestic and international activities and criminal 

investigation by all government agencies including the military. In fact, the KCIA 

monopolized all information regarding national security and possessed considerable 

power over other governmental agencies. Its power to investigate individuals and 

organizations accused of anti-regime or procommunist activities was nearly unlimited, 

which severely restricted citizens’ right to criticize the government. The KCIA’s 

activities were justified as a vital strategy against North Korean threat. 

After the assassination of Park Chung Hee by the KCIA director Kim Chae-gyu, 

the KCIA was purged and lost its power. However, after Chun Doo Hwan took power, 

the KCIA was renamed the Agency for National Security Planning (ANSP: kukka anjŏn 

kihoekpu), and its powers were redefined in presidential orders and legislation. The 

ANSP was the principal agency for collecting and processing all intelligence regarding 

communists and plots to overthrow the government. Along with the ANSP, the Defense 

Security Command (DSC: kukkun poan saryŏngbu) and the Combat Police of the Korean 

National Police (chŏnt’u kyŏngch’altae) were the major security services which carried 

out intelligence politics in the 1980s. 

The security services were notorious for psychological or physical abuse and even 

torture. Park Chong-ch’ŏl’s death in 1987 was due to the ANSP’s torture, which 

instigated a series of mass protests. The methods the ANSP employed varied: detaining 

those accused of violating laws governing political dissent, stopping and questioning 

people in the streets, house arrests, surveillance, telephone tapping and interception of 

correspondence, financial investigation, etc.    

After democratic transition in the late 1980s, the ANSP was subjected to 

inspection and audit by the National Assembly, and pressured by opposition parties and 

public opinion. However, the ANSP continued to carry out its function of repressing 

subversive activities and political dissents. Under the Kim Dae Jung government, the 

agency was renamed the National Intelligence Service (NIS) on Jan 22, 1999.  
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The Defense Security Command (DSC) 

The Defense Security Command (DSC) was originally the Special Investigation 

Department in the Military Intelligence Bureau founded on May 27, 1948. The 

department’s duties were to track North Korean spies and uncover corruption. In 

September 1977, it was incorporated into the DSC (kukkun poan saryŏngbu). Its 

functions included protecting military secrets, collecting and processing military-related 

intelligence, investigating violation of the National Security Law, searching for spies, etc. 

When Chun Doo Hwan took power in 1980, he was the Commander of the DSC. 

Thus, the DSC worked very closely with Chun. The DSC’s activities were extensive in 

the 1980s. In the early 1980s, the DSC created a list of names for military enlistment and 

drafted them upon compulsion for the purpose of preventing antigovernment protests. 

This practice was called “afforestation” (nokhwa saŏp), symbolically implying that harsh 

military training would drive the communist ideas out of youngsters’ minds. Once a 

person seemed to be brainwashed well enough by the training, the DSC forced him to spy 

on Marxist college circles and other organizations related to the antigovernment 

movement. Afforestation was abolished in 1984 when opposition parties criticized it after 

six people died from unknown but suspicious reasons during military training. In the 

1980s, the DSC kept spying on and controlling antigovernment activities at large. The 

DSC continued to keep political dissent under close surveillance even during the Roh Tae 

Woo regime. The DSC’s list of over 1,000 dissenters, documenting their personal 

information and socio-political activities, was disclosed by a soldier in 1990.   
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APPENDIX A: Stanford Korea Democracy Project Events Codebook (1970-1992) 
 
EDIT HISTORY 

Person(s) Action Date 
Paul Y. Chang Created October 1, 2005 
Paul Y. Chang Revised Oct 1, 2005 - June 1, 2006 
Jung-eun Lee Revised July 14, 2006 

 
 
Variable Type Code Code Define Comments 
TIMING     
ID  Continuous 1-99 Consecutive Unique ID given to each incident 
STYR Continuous 01-99 Last two digits of year. Last two digits of year of incident, see Olzak and 

West (1995:11).19 
STMT Continuous 01-12 Number of month January = 1, December = 12 (month when event 

began) 
 

STDAY Continuous 01-31 Number of day in the month The day in month when event began. 
ENDYR Continuous 01-99 Last two digits of year. Last two digits of year when incident ended. 
ENDMT Continuous 01-12 Number of month January = 1, December = 12 (month when event 

ended) 
ENDDAY Continuous 01-31 Number of day in the month The day in the month when event ended. 
TOTDAY Continuous 1-9999 Number of days it took to 

resolve the incident. 
Variable generated by subtracting STDY from 
ENDDY plus 1 (e.g. where STDY = ENDDY = 1 
day event).   

AGENT Categorical 0 Challengers (good guys) Who instigated the event 
  1 Challenged (bad guys)  
 
EVENT 
CHARACTER 

    

ISSUSPC1 Categorical 0 Not applicable Specific issue that the event is concerned about. 
  1 Anti-government sponsored 

elections 
e.g. PCH’s 3rd presidential election, 1978 
presidential election by national council of 
unification 

  2 Critique of PCH regime or 
anti-gov. generally 

Critique of dictatorship (dok jae), independence of 
executive, judicial, and legislative branches of gov. 

  3 Slum dwellings Removal, or relocation issues 
  4 Info collecting – fact finding Usually social problems 
  5 Anti-censoring, freedom of 

press, or critique of media 
 

  6 Firing of teachers/professors  
  7 Anti-military training in 

school 
 

  8 Labor conditions, rights, etc. And related issues (e.g. unpaid wages, etc.) 
  9 Anti Japanese policy  
  10 Anti-repression Main concern was reacting to previous event. 
  11 Educational freedom Univ. freedom, closing down or surveillance of 

school, revisions of school regulations, etc. 
  12 Reinstatement of students Reinstatement of expelled students 
  13 Memorial event Mem. Event for fallen comrade 
  14 Anti-corruption  
  15 Civil rights and Basic Rights e.g. right to life, living standard, etc. 
  16 Return to democracy  
  17 Election corruption Election monitoring 
  18 Reunification or NK issues  
  19 Constitution Revoke or revise constitution. 
  20 Freedom of religion Issues related to religion 
  21 Anti-KCIA  
  22 Current situation Civil unrest, state of emergency, etc. 
  23 Anti-repressive laws Anti-Communist Law, NSL, Emergency Decrees, 

                                                
19 Susan Olzak and Elizabeth West. 1995. “Ethnic Collective Action in Contemporary Urban U.S.: Project Description and Coding 
Manual” Department of Sociology, Stanford University. 
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Martial Law 
  24 Critique of individuals e.g. conservative Christians, individual politicians 
  25 Regionalism  
  26 Foreign relations and issues  
  27 Anti-Vietnam War  
  28 Anti-tax laws  
  29 Control of merchant activity e.g. local economic policies 
  30 Anti-poverty or increasing 

polarization of wealthy and 
poor 

 

  31 Internal to the movement  
  32 Human Rights  
  33 Housing Issues City planning 
  34 Prisoners of Conscience  
  35 Sexual tourism  
  36 Solidarity with other activists Motivation to other activists, etc. 
  37 Refusing to conform to gov. 

mandate 
e.g. including military draft 

  38 Save the nation, salvation  
  39 Justice and peace  
  40 Anti-national survey Survey to establish opinion about Yusin const. 
  41 Anti-torture  
  42 Anti-gov. discourse Anti national security or econ. development 
  43 Economic dependence on 

foreign nations 
 

  44 Privileged economic 
advantages to few 

 

  45 Farmers or rural issues  
  46 Rights of prisoners  Or general prison conditions 
  47 “minjung liberation”  
  48 Anti-President Carter visit, 

Anti-President Bush visit 
US President Carter’s visit in 1979 
US President Bush’s visit in 1989 

  49 General economic failure Gyungjae patan, failure of economic policies 
  50 Separation of military from 

politics 
 

  51 Critique of Chun gov. dok jae, Kwangju Incident, etc. 
  52 US-Korea relations e.g., Anti-Americanism 
  53 Women  
  54 Critique of Roh gov dok jae, illegitimate regime, etc. 
  55 Globalization Opening of market, etc. 
  99 Other  
ISSUSPC2 – 
ISSUSPC9 

See ISSUSPC1    

ISSUGEN1 Categorical 0  Not applicable General issue that event is concerned about. 
  1 Political e.g. democracy generally 
  2 Economic e.g. labor issues, gov. economic policies, etc. 
  3 Human rights Including prisoners’ rights 
  4 Internal to movement  e.g. organizational meetings, motivation to activists 
  5 Corruption  
  6 Media e.g. freedom of press 
  7 Reunification or NK issues  
  8 Repression e.g. reaction to government reaction of protest 
  9 Education  
  11 Local issue e.g. school issue 
  12 Military  
  13 Civil rights/Basic rights e.g. right to life 
  14 Religion  
  15 Current Situation Civil unrest, social peace/harmony, emergency 

situation, etc. 
  16 International relations e.g. Japanese-Korea relations, foreign policy 
  17 Regionalism  
  18 Urbanization e.g. slum dwellings 
  20 Nationalism  
  21 National security  
  22 Farming or rural issues  
  23 Women  
  24 Globalization Opening of market, etc. 
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  99 Other  
ISSUGEN2 – 
ISSUGEN8 

See ISSUGEN1    

EVTFORM1 Categorical 0 No particular event form Type of gathering, amended from Olzak and West 
(1995:12):   

  1 Spontaneous disruption Minimal amount of organization or planning.   
  2 Rally or Demonstration Organized meeting targeting the public or other 

external groups. 
  3 Meeting, internal discussion 

and decisions, determination. 
Or meetings with target group 

Organized meeting not targeting the public (e.g. 
prayer meetings, organizational meetings, etc.). 

  4 Picketing Rally where main protest tactic is the use of 
pickets. 

  5 Boycott Specific action designed to prevent customers from 
obtaining services or products from some 
organization. 

  6 Riot or vandalism Organized use of violence as main protest tactic. 
  7 Declaration Rally where main protest tactic is the reading of a 

formal declaration. 
  8 Strike Organized absence from work by employers of an 

organization. 
  9 Consciousness Raising, 

debates, forums 
Study groups or other consciousness raising 
activity (e.g. UIM labor laws class, Christian 
Academy night schools). 

  10 SMO founding Formal founding of an SMO. 
  11 Sit in, take over space (nong-

sung) 
Sit in protest 

  12 Requests Letters, signing petitions, or other forms of 
requests. 

  13 Self torture, defacement, 
immolation, etc. 

Protest by hurting oneself. 

  14 Silent rally  
  15 Memorial event  
  16 Symbolic protest/dramaturgy Dramaturgical expression of protest (e.g. mock 

case, symbolic exorcism, play or reenactment, etc). 
  17 Propaganda Spreading news, literature, placards, or other 

materials. 
  18 Parade or march  
  19 Fasting  
  20 Prayer or religious ceremony  
  21 Protest via legal  or formal 

channels 
e.g. registering complaint legally or formally 

  22 Violence Attack on individuals or property, etc. 
  23 Press Conference Meeting the press 
  24 Monitoring elections  
  25 Resignation, quit work/job  
  26 Criticize or spoken protest Denounce, complain (go bal), etc. 
  27 Investigation  
  28 Fundraising  
  29 Naked protest Protest by taking clothes off 
  30 Not trying hard at work (tae 

up) 
Slowing down the work process, dragging feet, etc. 

  31 Take hostages Kidnap or contain people against their wills. 
  32 Peaceful cultural event Exhibition, marathon, etc. 
  99 Other  
EVTFORM2 – 
EVTFORM6 

See EVTFORM   In the case where protest event has more than one 
event form or tactic. 

GROUP1 Categorical 0 Not specified Social group participating in the event. 
  1 Students or youths  
  2 Laborers  
  3 Christians  
  4 Other Religious  
  5 Intellectuals Authors, professors, etc. 
  6  Politicians Also includes those that work with politicians, eg. 

Kim Dae-Jung’s secretary. 
  7 Farmers  
  8 Women  
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  9 Economically Poor  
  10 Journalists/Media/Publishing 

company 
 

  11 Christian students  
  12 General activists, civil groups  
  13 Professionals e.g. lawyers, doctors, corporate, etc. 
  14 Foreigners Including Korean diaspora 
  15 Citizens (general)  
  16 Judges, judicial system   
  17 Educators, school officials  
  18 Merchants Shopkeepers, entrepreneurs 
  19 Family of persecuted  
  20 Other religious students  
  21 Prisoners  
  22 Military personnel   
  23 Christian Farmers  
  24 Christian Prisoners  
  25 Student Prisoners  
  26 Alumni Associations  
  99 Other  
GROUP2 – 
GROUP7 

See GROUP1   Where there is more than one social group 
involved. 

GROUPNUM Continuous 0-99 Total number of social groups 
involved. 

 

NUMPART Continuous 1-9999 Number of participants Estimated number of participants in the event only 
for challenging group (e.g. excluding police or 
bystanders). 

SIZE Categorical 0 Not applicable Estimated size of gathering, see Olzak and West 
(1995:15): 

  1 Small (2-9)  
  2 Medium (10-49)  
  3 Large (50-499)  
  4 Very Large (500-999)  
  5 Mass (>1000)  
TARGET1 Categorical 0 No target specified Main target of event: 
  1 Government General  
  2 Park Chung Hee Specifically aimed at Park Chung Hee 
  3 Military  
  4 KCIA  
  5 Local general Local external actors (e.g. university bureaucracy, 

local politicians, local police, urban poor, etc.) 
  6 Employers Or those who side with employers such as company 

union. 
  7 Other challengers/movement 

activists, internally directed 
Aimed at fellow challengers and activists. 

  8 Government specific Specific branch of the government (e.g. particular 
politician or political party, or various Ministries, 
Department of Justice). 

  9 Korean masses/general public Aimed at the Korean people in general. 
  10 Judicial system Members of the judicial system. 
  11 Media  
  12 Church  
  13 Intellectuals  
  14 Foreigners, international 

actors 
e.g. foreign embassy, US Army soldiers, other 
countries, international organizations (IMF, etc.) 

  15 Police, prosecutors, guards, 
prison system administrators 

General law enforcement 

  16 Legal system, judicial system  
  17 Independent parties or 

organizations 
e.g. nodong chung (independent labor organization, 
government sponsored but not necessarily a lacky 
of the government). 

  18 University, professors, 
teachers 

 

  19 Chun Doo Hwan  
  20 Roh Tae Woo  
  99  Other  
TARGET2 See TARGET1    
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ORGINV Categorical 0 No organizational 

involvement 
Whether there was the presence of an organization 
at event. 

  1 Organizational present  
ORGIND1 Categorical 0 No org. present Type of SMI organization is from. 
  1 Student/youth groups and 

SMO 
 

  2 Church or denomination  
  3 Christian SMO  
  4 Labor union or groups  
  5 Women’s SMO  
  6 Political SMO  
  7 Formal political group/party  
  8 Farmers SMO  
  9 Civil rights SMO  
  10 Human Rights SMO  
  11 Publishing Co.  
  12 Journalist Organizations  
  13 Research or Academic SMO  
  14 General religious SMO  
  15 Christian Student SMO  
  16 Intellectuals’ SMO e.g. authors, writers, professors, etc. 
  17 Land or Housing SMO e.g. related to urbanization 
  18 Intl. NGO e.g Amnesty International 
  19 Family of Prisoners or other 

Support SMO  
 

  20 Student media org.  
  21 Student other religious org.  
  22 Newspapers or media group  
  23 Prisoners’ Assoc.  
  24 Social or society committee  
  25 Professionals’ SMO e.g. lawyer groups 
  26 Investigation committee e.g. ad  hoc groups 
  27 Catholic or Christian Farmers 

SMO 
 

  28 Foreign government, 
embassy, state department, 
etc 

 

  29 Alumni Associations  
  30 Teachers’ Organizations e.g. Jeonkyojo 
  99 Other  
ORGTYPE1 Categorical 0 No organization present Whether an organization participated in the event. 
  1 Semi-organization e.g. student group, church, etc. 
  2 Formal SMO or Organization  
  3 Formal political party  
  4 Ad-hoc organization e.g. founded only for specific issue like voting, etc. 
  99 Other  
ORGIND2 – 
ORGIND5 

See ORGIND1    

ORGTYPE2 – 
ORGTYPE5 

See ORGTYPE1   For additional organizations mentioned. 

ORGNUM Continuous 0-99 Number of organizations 
present 

 

ORGNET Categorical 0 Not applicable Whether or not there are inter-organizational 
linkages in the event: 

  1 Two or more orgs involved 
from same organizational 
industry 

 

  2 Two or more orgs involved 
from different org. industries 

 

INT Categorical 0 No international organization 
or group present 

Whether or not there was support or participation 
by international organization or persons. 

  1 Support from international 
org. or persons 

 

PEOPLE Continuous 0-999 Number of important persons 
mentioned in the event. 
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REPRESS Categorical  0 No repression of event Whether or not event was challenged by repressive 

forces. 
  1 Event repressed  
 
 
REPRESSION 
CHARACTER 

    

IMMED Categorical 0 Not applicable Whether repression was immediate, happening at 
the same time as event or delayed, or independent. 

  1 Immediate repression  
  2 Deferred repression  
  3 Independent repression i.e. not related to a specific event. 
GRPREP1 See GROUP1    
GRPREP 2 – 
GRPREP 7 

See GROUP1    

REPTYPE1 Categorical 0 Not applicable Type of repression. 
  1 Containment, barricade, 

garrison, disrupt, etc. 
Daechee 

  2 Establishing curfew  
  3 Violence Physical violence against event participants. 

Choong dol,or  Too suk jun Or bombings, etc. 
  4 Custody or Arrest Taken into custody or arrested. Or jasoo (turning 

oneself in), or house arrest 
  5 Surveillance or observe, 

spying 
 

  6 Censoring  
  7 Rummaging, stealing, 

investigating office, 
confiscating 

 

  8 Forced assimilation, brain 
washing 

e.g. forced into military or military training 

  9 Fired or suspended from 
school 

 

  10 Dissolving of org. or party e.g. closing down SMO. 
  11 Investigation or interrogation 

of individuals 
 

  12 Repressive Laws e.g. repressive laws like Emergency Decrees or 
martial law, garrison decree, etc. 

  13 Denial of petition/request e.g. now allowing use of school building for chun 
tae il memorial event 

  14 Closing down of school or 
stopping classes 

 

  15 Spoken critique or threat including accusation, or wanted signs, etc. 
  16 Kidnapping  
  17 Propaganda  
  18 Death Sentence Persons given death sentence or ordered to be 

killed 
  19 Killed  
  20 Not paying wages, cutting 

wages or fundraising source 
e.g. dongailbo advertisement repression incident. 

  21 Deportation, denial of VISA e.g. foreigners who have to leave country 
  22 Creation of oppressive org. or 

gov. group 
e.g. hakdo hoguk dan 

  23 Legal channels or prosecution e.g. sueing 
  24 Humiliation  
  25 Bribing e.g. kind of like cooptation but specifically where 

money is involved. 
  26 Harsher prison treatment e.g. solitary confinement, moving prison cells, 

tying up prisoners, etc. 
  27 Fired from job or forced 

resignation or not allowed to 
work 

 

  28 Harsher working conditions e.g. relocation of job, given extra work, etc. 
  29 Coopted e.g. when workers are forced to sign paper saying 

they will not participate in labor union. 
  30 Closing down of factory or 

company 
e.g. when companies close down to quell labor 
protest 
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  99 Other  
REPTYPE2 – 
REPTYPE5 

See REPTYPE1    

REPGRP1 Categorical 0 No repressive group present Type of repressive group present at event: 
  1 Riot police  
  2 Normal police  
  3 Military  
  4 KCIA (short: gig wan won) 
  5 Hired thugs  
  6 Legal or justice system In case of court cases, the role of judges and 

prosecutors. (gum chal) 
  7 Government generally In cases of political repression by other government 

parties, ministries, or persons. 
  8 Local authority e.g. school burearcrats 
  9 Special police e.g. hyungsa (detectives) trained in martial arts 
  10 Christian/Catholic students  
  11 Park Chung Hee  
  12 Specific individual e.g. Kim Jong Pil, Minister of Education, etc. 
  13 Employers  
  14 Foreigners e.g. US Embassy 
  15 Security guards or prison 

guards 
 

  16 Nodong chung yunhap or 
other labor organizations 

 

  17 Media organizations Sinmunhyeophoe, Bangsonghyeophoe, etc. 
  18 Boansa Security organization under military control 
  19 Business organizations e.g., Jeon-Kyoung-Ryeon 
  99 Other  
REPGRP2 – 
REPGRP3 

See REPGRP1    

REPNUM Continuous 1-9999 Number of repressive group Estimated number of repressive group present at 
event. 

REPSIZE Categorical 0 No repressive group present Estimates size of repressive group present at event, 
amended from Olzak and West (1995:18). 

  1 Small (1-10)  
  2 Medium (11-50)  
  3 Medium-Large (51-100)  
  4 Large (>100)  
  5 Massive (>500)  
  99 Unable to estimate  
REPFORC Categorical 0 No repressive group present Type of repressive measures taken by challenged 

group, see Olzak and West (1995:19). 
  1 No force, or observe only  
  2 Little force used e.g. barricade, most arrests, etc. 
  3 Some force used  e.g. struggle with participants 
  4 Force used e.g. use of tear gas, fighting, etc. 
  99  Other  
VIOLENCE Categorical 0 No violence at all Whether there was any violence in the event by 

challenger or challenged group. 
  1 Violence by challengers only.  
  2 Violence by challenged 

groups. 
 

  3 Violence used by both  
  4 Limited Violence Only limited violence during event (e.g. slight 

scuffle btwn. groups, stand off lines, etc.) 
PROP Categorical 0 No damage to property An assessment of physical damage to property or 

building. 
  1 Some level of damage  
INJURE Categorical 0 No injuries mentioned Injuries during event: 
  1 Injuries mentioned  
INJURNUM Continuous 0-99 Number of injuries at event. Total number of injuries mentioned.   
KILL Continuous 0-99 Number of people killed 

during event 
 

ARREST Categorical 0 No arrest made Or prosecuted 
  1 Arrest made  
ARRSTNUM Continuous 0-99 Number arrested at event Or prosecuted 
ARRSLAW1 Categorical 0 Not applicable Law justifying arrest or prosecution. 
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  1 National Security Law   
  2 Anti-Communist Law  
  3 Violation of Emergency 

Decrees  
 

  4 Anti-demonstration law and 
anti-public gathering law 

Generally for demo-ing (often, no reason given): or 
jungboo jibhwae siwee bup 

  5 Anti-government generally  
  6 Some other law  
  7 Garrison Decree or Martial 

Law 
Seoul il wonae weesooryung baltong or gyae um 
ryung 

  8 Overthrow of government Accused of overthrowing government 
  9 Bangsong bup  
ARRSLAW2-
3 

See ARRSLAW1    

LEGALOUT1 Categorical 0 Not applicable Legal outcome of case. 
  1 Conviction  
  2 Appeal  
  3 Reversal of conviction  
  4 Innocent/released  
  5 Death sentence  
LEGALOUT2 See LEGALOUT1    
PRISON Continuous 1-99 Number of years sentenced Not necessarily number of years incarcerated. 
FIRE Dummy 0 Not applicable or nobody 

fired from job 
Whether anybody was fired or were forced to 
resign from job/occupation. 

FIRENUM Continuous 0-99 Number of people fired or 
forced to resign from job. 

 

 
 
LINKS AND 
REFERENCE 

    

REACTION Categorical 0 Not a reaction to previous 
event, novel event 

 

  1 Reacting to previous event  
LINK1 – 
LINK5 

Continuous 1-999 ID of a previous event related 
to current event 

ID number used to specify a different event in the 
dataset that proceeds and is related to this current 
event. 

SEQ1 – SEQ5 Continuous 1-999 Number of event in a series This datum denotes the position of the current 
event in a series of event if part of a series as 
identified by the LINK1 variable. 

KDFPAGE Continuous 1-999 Page number in KDF 
sourcebook 

Page corresponding to the event in the Korea 
Democracy Foundation sourcebook. 

NEWSTYP1 Categorical 0 No other reports The print or other medium of other references that 
event is documented in. 

  1 Book, Research Report, 
Manuscript, etc. 

 

  2 Dong-A-Ilbo  
  3 Chosun Ilbo  
  4 Website  
  5 Television  
  6 other newspaper or general e.g. Korean AP 
  7 Journal or magazine  
  8 KDF research notes  
NEWSTYP2 – 
NEWSTYP4 

See NEWSTYP1    

NEWSNUM Continuous 1-999 Total number of references 
mentioned in KDF 
sourcebook. 

Taken by adding numbers from NEWSTYP1-4.  
Number of articles, books, or other references 
documenting the event as mentioned in the KDF 
sourcebook. 

COMMENTS Script   Notes on the event. 
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APPENDIX B: Stanford Korea Democracy Project Social Movement Organization   
                         Codebook (1970-1992) 
 
EDIT HISTORY 
 

Person(s) Action Date 
Paul Y. Chang Created October 21, 2005 

Alex Lim Revised March 1, 2005 

Paul Y. Chang Revised April 20, 2006 

Chan S. Seo, Yeojoung Suh, 
Heewon Kim, Paul Y. Chang 

Revised (Coding 70s) April 25, 2006 

Chan S. Seo, Yeojoung Suh, 
Heewon Kim, Paul Y. Chang 

Revised (Coding 70s) May 9, 2006 

Chan S. Seo, Yeojoung Suh, 
Heewon Kim, Paul Y. Chang 

Revised (Coding 70s) May 23, 2006 

Chan S. Seo, Yeojoung Suh, 
Heewon Kim, Paul Y. Chang 

Revised (Coding 70s) May 29, 2006 

Chan S. Seo, Kunbok Lee, 
 Soojung Choi, Youngjae Kim 

Revised (Coding 80s) July 27, 2006 

Chan S. Seo Revised (Cleaning 70s) September 3, 2006 
Chan S. Seo, Soojung Choi Revised (Coding 80s) September 10, 2006 
Chan S. Seo, Soojung Choi Revised (Cleaning 80s) November 13, 2006 

 
I. TIMING 
   

Variable Type Code Code Define Comments 
ID Continuous 1-999 Arbitrary number Recording number assigned to each organization. 
ORGNAME1 Script Nominal Name of org. Formal name of org. (O1). 
ORGNAME2 Script Nominal Other name of org. Nickname or other names of org. (O2). 
FOUNDYR Continuous 1-99 Last two digits of year Founding year of org. (e.g. 1974=74). (O5). 
FOUNDMT Continuous 1-12 Month in the year Founding month of org. 
FOUNDDY Continuous 1-31 Day in the year Founding day within a year’s time . (O5) 
ENDYR Continuous 1-99 Last two digits of year Year when org. ceased to exist (e.g. 1984=84). (O5) 
ENDMT Continuous 1-12 Month in the year Month when org. ceased to exist 
ENDDAY Continuous 1-31 Day in year Day when org. ceased to exist . (O5) 

 
 

II. ORGANIZATIONAL NETWORK 
 

LOWORG Dummy 0,1 0 = No lower orgs 
1 = Yes lower orgs 

Any branches, committees, or other organizations 
mentioned that are usually subordinate in the hierarchy 
between organizations. 

LOWORGCT Continuous 0-99 Total count of lower orgs. 
Mentioned. 

 

LOWORGNM1 Script Nominal Name of lower org.  
LOWORGNM2     
MIDORG Dummy 0, 1 0 = No middle orgs. 

1 = Yes middle orgs. 
Any affiliated organizations mentioned that are on par 
with central in hierarchy between orgs. 

MIDORGCT Continuous 0-99 Total count of middle 
orgs. mentioned. 

 

MIDORGNM1 Script Nominal Name of middle org.  
MIDORGNM2     
HIORG Dummy 0, 1 0 = No higher orgs. 

1 = Yes higher orgs. 
Any affiliated organizations mentioned that are higher in 
the hierarchy between orgs.. 

HIORGCT Continuous 0-99 Total count of higher 
orgs. mentioned.  

 

HIORGNM1 Script Nominal Name of higher org.  
HIORGNM2     
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III. ORGANIZATION’S CHARACTERISTICS 
 

CITY Categorical 0 Not applicable City where org. was most active (O6). 
  1 Seoul �� 
  2 Kwangju �� 
  3 Pusan �� 
  4 Taejon �� 
  5 Masan �� 
  6 Inchon �� 
  7 National �� 
  8 Mokpo �� 
  9 Gumi �� 
  10 Daegu �� 
  11 Chuncheon �� 
  12 Wonju �� 
  13 Siheung �� 
  14 Anyang �� 
  15 Gimpo �� 
  16 Uijeongbu ��� 
  17 Asan �� 
  18 Cheonan �� 
  19 Gwangju(Gyeonggi-Do) �� (���) 
  20 Cheongju �� 
  21 Andong �� 
  22 Gyeonggi-Do ��� 
  23 North America �� 
  24 Bupyeong �� 
  25 Sungnam  �� 
  26 Kyungsang-Do ��� 
  27 Chungcheong-Do ��� 
  28 Hwasung �� 
  29 Guri �� 
  30 Bucheon �� 
  31 Suwon �� 
  32 Yongin �� 
  33 Osan �� 
  34 Ansan �� 
LEGSTAT1 Categorical 0 Not applicable Legal status of org. (O7). 
  1 Legal  
  2 Semi-legal  
  3 Illegal  
LEGCHGE Dummy 0, 1 0 = No legal change. 

1 = Yes legal change. 
Whether legal status of org. changed over time. 

LEGSTAT2     
OFFICE Dummy 0, 1 0 = No formal offices or 

positions mentioned. 
1 = Yes formal offices or 
positions mentioned. 

If there are any formal positions or titles within 
organization’s hierarchy. 

OFFCT Continuous 0-99 Total count of the office. Total count of position or office mentioned 

OFFTYP1 Categorical 0 Not applicable Name of title of position or office mentioned in Korean 
  1 President  ��, �� 
  2 Vice President ���, ��� 
  3 Chairman ��� 
  4 Manager of Branch Office ��� 
  5 Vice Manager of Branch 

Office 
���� 

  6 President of Local 
Chapter 

��� 

  7 Vice President of Local 
Chapter 

���� 

  8 Board of Directors ��� �� ��� 
  9 Secretary �� 
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  10 Auditor �� 
  11 Advisor �� 
  12 Central Committee �����, ����� 
  13 Steering Committee ����� 
  14 Spokesperson ��� 
  15 Clerk �� 
  16 General Office ���, ��� 
  17 Executive Office ���, ���, ���, ��� 
  18 Publishing Office ���, ��� 
  19 United Front Office ����� 
  20 Organization Office ��� 
  21 Womenfolk Office ��� 
  22 Dispute Office ���, ��� 
  23 Intersection Office ��� 
  24 Farm Youth Office ����� 
  25 Minister �� 
  26 Presbyter �� 
  27 Consultant ���� 
  28 Vice Chairman ���� 
  29 Committee �� 
  30 Priest �� 
  31 Office Manager ���� 
  32 Survey Office ����� 
  33 Education Office ��� 
  34 Women Office ��� (different from ‘21���’) 
  35 Delegation (group of 

representatives) 
���� �� ��� 

  36 Propaganda Office ���, ��� 
  37 General Meeting �� 
  38 Policy Office ���, ����� 
  39 Planning Office ��� 
  40 Youth Office ��� 
  41 Academic Office ���, ��� 
  42 Election Campaign Office ����� 
  43 Culture Office ��� 
  44 Unification Office ��� 
  45 Financial Office ��� 
  46 Cooperation Office ����� 
OFFTYP2     
PURP1 Categorical  0  Not applicable The main purpose or issue motivating the organization. 
  1 Political  
  2 Economic Labor Issues mostly. 
  3 Human Rights  
  4 Anti-Corruption   
  5 Media  
  6 Reunification  
  7 Anti-Repression Direct political repression for specific events, only. 
  8 Consciousness 

Raising/Literature 
 

  9 Local Issue  
  10 Military Including Issues on Military Mandatory Service 
  11 Civil Rights or Basic 

Rights 
 

  12 Religion  
  13 International Relations Including the U.S. or Japan Imperialism 
  14 Urbanization  
  15 Agricultural  
  16 The Poor  
  17 Educational  
  18 Internal for the Movement  
  19 Women  
  20 Environmental  
  21 Customer  
  22 Legislation  
  23 Anti-Americanism  
  24 Medical  
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  25 Anti-Globalization  
  26 Socialist Revolution  
  27 Culture Including Literature, Movie, Cultural Assets 
  28 Peace Peace Movement, for example. 
  99 Other  
PURP2     
TARGET1 Categorical 0 Not applicable The general target of org’s activities. 
  1 Government General  
  2 Park Chung-hee Directly to Park Chung-hee. 
  3 Military  
  4 KCIA  
  5 Local Actors e.g. university administration, local officials (city, 

region, etc.,) 
  6 Employers Employers or others who side with employers (e.g. 

company union). 
  7 Urban Poor  
  8 Foreign Actors The U.S. 
  9 The Press  
  10 Education  
  11 Patriarchy  
  12 Law  
  13 Chun Du-Hwan Directly to Chun Du-Hwan 
  14 Rho Tae-Woo Directly to Rho Tae-Woo 
  15 Choi Kyu-Ha  
  16 Opposition Party Shin-Min Party 
  17 Kim Jong-Phil  
  18 Church  
  19 Globalization  
  99 Other  
TARGET2     
TACTIC1 Categorical 0 Not Applicable General Tactic used by org. 
  1 Spontaneous disruption Minimal amount of organization or planning.   
  2 Rally or Demonstration Organized meeting targeting the public or other external 

groups. 
  3 Meeting, internal 

discussion and decisions, 
determination. 
Negotiations 

Organized meeting not targeting the public (e.g. prayer 
meetings, organizational meetings, etc.).  Also 
negotiations with target group. 

  4 Picketing Rally where main protest tactic is the use of pickets. 
  5 Boycott Specific action designed to prevent customers from 

obtaining services or products from some organization. 
  6 Riot, Vandalism Organized use of violence as main protest tactic. 
  7 Declaration Rally where main protest tactic is the reading of a formal 

declaration. 
  8 Strike Organized absence from work by employers of an 

organization. 
  9 Consciousness Raising,  

publications, debates, 
forums 

Study groups or other consciousness raising activity (e.g. 
UIM labor laws class, Christian Academy night schools). 

  10 SMO founding Formal founding of an SMO. 
  11 Sit in, take over space Sit in protest 
  12 Informal Requests Letters, signing petitions, Visiting, or other forms of 

requests. 
  13 Self torture, defacement, 

immolation, etc. 
Protest by hurting oneself. 

  14 Silent rally  
  15 Memorial event  
  16 Symbolic 

protest/dramaturgy 
Dramaturgical expression of protest (e.g. mock case, 
symbolic exorcism, play or reenactment, etc). 

  17 Print Spreading literature, placards, newspapers, or other 
materials. 

  18 Parade or march  
  19 Fasting  
  20 Prayer or religious 

ceremony 
 

  21 Protest via Formal (or 
Legal) Channels 

e.g. Registering complaint formally or legally. 
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  22 Violence Attack on individuals or property, etc. 
  23 Press Conference Meeting the press 
  24 Monitoring elections  
  25 Resignation, quit 

work/job 
 

  26 Criticize, spoken protest, 
denounce, etc. 

We didn’t use this category because it was ambiguous. 

  27 Investigation  
  28 Fundraising  
  29 Naked protest Protest by taking clothes off 
  30 Networking (Ask for 

Support to other Org.) 
 

  31 Ask for Solidarity (within 
Org.) 

 

  32 Support other Org. or 
Person 

 

  33 Protest via media channel Advertise on T.V. or newspaper 
  34 Hostage  
  35 Volunteering Activity  
  36 Win the Election  
  37 Policy Recommendation  
  38 Conference with North 

Korea 
 

  39 Hanging Ribbons  
  40 Exhibition  
  41 Concert  
  42 Marathon  
  43 Visiting North Korea  
  44 Opening a Competition Including Writing or Painting Cometition 
  45 Making Calendar  
  46 Joining the Government 

Policy 
 

  99 Other  
TACTIC2     

 
SMI1 Categoric

al 
0 Not specified The Subject of the Movement. Social group participating 

in org. or its main constituency. 
  1 Students or youths  
  2 Laborers  
  3 Christians  
  4 Other Religious  
  5 Intellectuals Authors, professors, etc. 
  6  Politicians  
  7 Farmers  
  8 Women  
  9 Economically Poor  
  10 Journalists/media  
  11 Christian students  
  12 General activists, civil 

groups 
 

  13 Professionals e.g. lawyers, doctors, corporate, etc. 
  14 Foreigners Including Korean diaspora 
  15 Citizens (general)  
  16 Judges, judicial system  Including Lawyer 
  17 School officials, High 

school teachers 
 

  18 Merchants Shopkeepers, entrepreneurs 
  19 Family of persecuted  
  20 Other religious students  
  21 Prisoners  
  22 Military personnel   
  23 Urban Problems  
  24 Entertainer Actor, Singer, Movie Director. 
  25 Victims  
  26 North Koreans  
  99 Other  
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SMI2     

 
IV. HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION 
 

PREHISNM Script  Name of the former org.  
PREHISSMI Categorical  SMI of the former org.  
HIST1 Categorical 0 Not applicable Description of how organization was founded 

(O10). 
  1 Reaction to repression Founding was reaction to moment of repression. 
  2 Reaction to political policy Founding was reaction to political policy (e.g. Park 

Chung Hee’s attempt to run for third term). 
  3 Reaction to economic policy Founding was reaction to specific economic policy. 
  4 General political Founding was motivated by general political 

situation (e.g. democracy oriented orgs.). 
  5 General economic Founding was motivated by general economic 

situation (e.g. concerned with labor or urban poor). 
  6 Specific political issue  
  7 Specific economic issue  
  8 Internal for the Movement Not founded as a Reaction to Repression, Policy, or 

General/Specific Issue. 
  99 Other  
HIST2     
MORT1 Script Nominal Reason of Mortality Write down the reason why the Org. died. 
TRANS Dummy 0, 1 0 = No organizational 

transition in org. history. 
1 = Yes organizational 
transition in org. history. 

Whether the org. transitioned from one 
organizational entity to another.  

TRANSTYP Categorical  0  Not Applicable The type of transition the org. went through. 
  1 Merger Partnership with another org. 
  2 Transition Org. became a different org. 
  3 Name Change Org. stayed the same but changed names. 
  4 New Branch Org. established new branches. 
  5 Acquisition Add another org. 
  6 change to Higher Org.  Change to higher organization 
  7 Split  
  99 Other  
CHAR Dummy 0,1 character change  

CHARTYP Categorical 0 Not Applicable  

  1 Pro-Company to Democratic  
  2 Democratic to Pro-Company  
  3 from company to society    
  4 Broaden the character  
  5 Narrow the character  
TRANSNM1 Script Nominal New name of org. In cases where org. changed names. 
TRANSYR Continuous 1-99 See FOUNDYR The year that org. transitioned. 
TRANSMT Continuous 1-12 See FOUNDMT The month that org. transitioned. 
TRANSDY Continuous 1-31 See FOUNDDY The day that org. transitioned. 

 
V. EVENTS RELATED TO ORGANIZATION 

-Action to change sth eternal, or to affect the society 
EVNAME Script Nominal Name of event Name or basic description of event 
EVISSUE Categorical  See PURP1 Main issues in the event. 
EVSYR Continuous  See FOUNDYR The year the event started. 
EVSMT Continuous  See FOUNDMT The month the event started. 
EVSDY Continuous  See FOUNDDY The day the event started. 
EVFYR Continuous  See FOUNDYR The year the event finished. 
EVFMT Continuous  See FOUNDMT The month the event finished. 
EVFDY Continuous  See FOUNDDY The day the event finished. 
EVTRGT Categorical  See TARGET1 Main targets of event. 
EVTACT Categorical  See TACTIC1 Tactics used in the event. 
OHTRORGCT Continuous 0-99 Total Count of other org. 

related 
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OTHRORGNM Continuous  ID of other Org. related  
OTHRORGSMI Categorical See SMI1 SMI of other org. related  
OTHRORGNM2 Continuous    
OTHRORGSMI2     

VI. PEOPLE RELATED TO ORGANIZATION 
 

NAME Script Nominal Name of the Person  
ORG_ID Continuous 1-999 ID of the Org. related  
SOCGRP Categorical See SMI1 Social Group of the person  
ROLE Categorical 0 Not applicable  
  1 Founder  
  2 Leadership  
  3 Middle-Level Leadership  
  4 Financial Support  
  5 Member  
  6 Not Related but Connected  
SIDE Dummy 0, 1 0 = good person 

1 = bad person 
 

RELEV Script Nominal Name of the Event related  
SEX Dummy 0, 1 0 = Male 

1 = Female 
 

BORN Continuous . See FOUNDYR Born Year of the Person. 
Other ORG Continuous  ID of the Democratic ORG 

to which the person is related 
 

COMMENTS     

 
VII. OTHER 
 

PEOPLE Continuous 0-99 Number of people Total number of important people mentioned (O12). 
REPRESS Dummy 0, 1 0=No Repressions Any Type of Negative Action to the Organization 
INTERTUR Dummy 0, 1 0=No Internal Turmoil Any Internal Turmoil in the Organization 
OTHRORG1 Numeric 

Script 
 The ID Number of other org. 

in the Data Set. 
Other org. in the database that is connected to, or 
has worked together with central org. 

OTHRORG2     
KDFPAGE Numeric 

Script 
 Page number in KDF 

sourcebook 
 

Comments Script Text Short description of org. The main characteristics of the organization, one or 
two main events related to the organization.  
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APPENDIX C: Chronology of Important Incidents in the Democracy Movement 
 
 
1970  

11/13 Chŏn T’ae-il's self-immolation at Peace Market 
11/20 Ch’ŏnggye Textile labor union struggle 

  
1971  

4/14 Establishment of the National Youth League for Democratization 
4/19 Establishment of the People's Council for Democratization 
6/12 Establishment of the National Student Confederation 
8/18 The Professors' Declaration of Autonomy  
9/15 Burning of KAL building 

11/12 The SNU students arrested with the charge of plotting to overthrow the government  
  
1972  

3/28 Establishment of Korean branch of Amnesty International 
  
1973  

4/22 Arrest of Reverend Pak Hyŏng-kyu 
5/20 Theological Declaration of Korean Christians  

8/8 Kidnapping of Kim Dae Jung  
10/16 Suspicious death of Choi Chong-kil, a law professor at SNU 

11/5 Intellectuals' Declaration on Current Situation 
11/20 The 2nd and the 3rd Declarations of Media Freedom 

  
1974  

2/26 The Bando Company's struggle for unionization 
3/5 The Donga Ilbo's struggle for unionization 
4/3 The National Democratic Youth-Student League Incident  

4/25 The 2nd People's Revolutionary Party Incident 
9/26 Establishment of the Catholic Priests' Association for Justice 

10/24 The Donga Ilbo's Declaration for Freedom of Press 
11/18 “101 Writers’ Declaration” by the Council of Writers for Freedom and Practice 
12/14 Forceful deportation of Reverend Ogle 
12/23 The Park Chung Hee regime's advertising repression against Donga Ilbo 

  
1975  
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3/6 Firing of Chosun Ilbo and Donga Ilbo reporters  
4/11 Kim Sang Jin’s suicide by disembowelment  
8/17 Suspicious death of Chang Joon Ha, a Chaeya activist 

  
1976  

2/29 Establishment of Preparatory Committee for the National Liberation Front of South 
Korea 

3/1 3.1 Declaration for the Salvation of the Nation 
4/3 Dongil Textile Company workers' semi-naked protest 

  
1977  

6/13 Yang Sung Woo, a poet, arrested for the violation of Emergency Decree 
7/19 9.9 Chonggye Pibok Labor Union Struggle 

10/22 Yonsei University students' “77 Declaration of Struggle for Democratization” 
11/23 Arrest of Lee Young Hee for the violation of the Anti-Communism Law 

  
1978  

2/21 Struggle of Dongil Textile workers by throwing human excrement 
5/9 YH Incident 
9/9 Kukje Textile labor union struggle against unjust working conditions  

10/17 Citizens' rally for restoring democracy 
11/2 Kyungbuk University students' Declaration for Salvation of the Nation  

  
1979  

3/1 Establishment of National Confederation for Democracy and National Reunification 
3/9 The Christian Academy Incident 

6/11 Protest against US president Carter's visit to Korea 
10/16 The Busan and Masan riots 
10/19 The SNU students' demonstration against forced leave of absence 

  
1980  

4/18 The Sabuk mine workers’ struggle 
5/15 Seotong labor union strike 
5/18 Kwangju Civil Uprising 

7/4 Kim Dae Jung's arrest with the charge of plotting to overthrow the government 
7/16 Wonpung Textile workers' struggle against forceful dissolution of the union   
8/21 The Purification of Labor Unions 
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1981  
2/27 Establishment of Democratic Students League  

  
1982  

1/30 The Control Data's labor disputes 
3/18 Burning of US Culture Center in Busan 

  
1983  

9/30 Establishment of Youth Association for Democratization Movement 
12/6 The Struggle against repression on blacklisted workers 

  
1984  

3/27 Establishment of Prepratory Committee for Reviving Chonggye Pibok Labo Union  
6/9 Repression against the Daewoo Apparel labor union 

6/29 Establishment of the Council of People's Democratization Movement 
8/27 Struggle of Mok-dong slum residents  
8/30 Protest against Chun Doo Hwan's visit to Japan 

10/16 Establishment of the National Congress for Democracy and Reunification 
  
1985  

3/29 Establishment of United People's Movement for Democracy and Reunification 
5/23 Students' sit-in protest in US Culture Center in Seoul 
6/24 The Kuro Strikes 
7/18 Arrest of Sammin Toowi students 
11/4 Sit-in protest at the American Chamber of Commerce in Korea 

  
1986  

1/20 Movement for the denial to television subscription fee against KBS  
2/12 Movement for the Constitutional amendement 
3/17 Park Young Jin self-burning to death 
4/28 Lee Jae Ho and Kim Se Jin's self-burning to death 

5/3 The 5.3 Incheon Struggle 
5/10 Teachers' Declaration for Educational Democratization 
5/15 Seoul Labor Movement Confederation Incident 

6/4 Bucheon Police Station Sexual Torture Incident 
9/6 Arrest of the magazine “Mal” reporter 

10/24 Students' sit-in protests and demonstrations at Keonkuk Univ.   
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1987  
1/14 Park Chong Chul tortured to death 

4/6 Seoul Taxi drivers' strikes  
6/9 Lee Han Yeol hit by the police tear gas bomb to death 

6/10 The June Democratization Movement 
7/5 The Great Worker Struggle 

8/19 Establishment of the National Council for the Representatives of College Students 
9/17 Establishment of the Association of Writers for National Literature 

12/16 Citizen's sit-in protests against corrupt presidential election at the Kuro District Office 
  
1988  

5/13 Establishment of Alliance of Seoul Student Associations 
5/21 Struggle for amendment of labor laws 
5/28 Establishment of Lawyers for a Democratic Society 
5/29 Establishment of Council of Seoul Labor Unions 
8/10 MBC labor union strike 
8/11 Students' rally for 8.15 Inter-Korean Student Talk 

9/2 Establishment of National Democratic Alliance of Korea 
10/30 Establishment of the National Federation of Farmers' Associations 

  
1989  

2/13 National rally of Farmers in Yeouido 
2/27 Protest against US President Bush's visit to Korea 
2/28 Seoul Subway workers’ strike 
3/20 Hwang Seok Young’s visit to North Korea 
3/25 Moon Ik Hwan’s visit to North Korea 

4/9 Bucheon Labor Strikes 
5/14 Establishment of the Korean Teachers and Education Workers' Union 
6/30 Im Soo Kyung's visit to North Korea 

11/11 Establishment of the National Association for the Economically Poor 
  
1990  

1/22 Establishment of the National Council of Labor Unions 
4/13 KBS labor union struggle  

5/1 The May Day Strike of the National Council of Labor Union 
  
1991  

4/26 Kang Kyung Dae beaten by police to death  
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5/13 Sit-in Protest in the Democratic Liberal Party by the National Council for the 
Representatives of College Students 

6/3 Hankook Foreign Language University students’ throwing eggs to Prime Minister 
Chung Won Sik 

11/26 National rally of farmers for stabilizing rice market 
12/1 Establishment of National Federation of Democratization and National Reunification 
12/9 Demonstrations for the relocation of US Army 

  
1992  

1/5 Protest against liberalizing rice market 
10/6 South Korea Chosun Labor Party Incident 

10/28 Yoon Keum Yi's Death by US soldier 
 
 

 
 


